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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background

From its beginnings to its present realization,
music reading is always a projection of musical understanding.

by Mursell

This developmental point of view is described
(

47 170 ) in the following teaching principle
:

of music reading:
In a program planned to promote musical growth,
every procedure for the teaching of reading must
meet one essential requirement, which is that it
must be designed to enhance and improve the
learner’s understanding of music.

To foster growth in musical understanding is a general

purpose of music education (26:111; 21:60).
is readily appreciated,

Although it

teachers of wind instruments

frequently are at variance with this principle.
All too often in the literature on beginning wind
instruction, emphasis is placed on the mastery of notation
and the technical mechanics of playing the instrument,

while the importance of aural- visual perception of musical

patterns necessary for reading comprehension appears to
be overlooked.

Such is the case in the ensuing excerpts

taken from a chapter which is devoted specifically to
band
the teaching of rhythm and reading for beginning

2

instruments
[Tonal reading is defined as] note reading-that is, the use of correct fingerings and
embouchure settings in relation to staff
notation. .
(26:68)
.

.

Children need to be able to identify notes and
to associate staff notation with fingering
frequent drill ... is essential.
.
.
.

(26:76)

The author (s) imply that tonal reading means little more

than learning a mechanical response to a visual symbol.
But this teaching approach to music reading has serious

deficiencies.

In a

discussion on the inability of

students to sight-read, Harris (23: 32i_(_) explains:
This is not to say that these students [high
school and college] cannot identify the various
notes and recite the theoretical value attached
What is missing is their ability to
to each.
use this knowledge, in most cases because the
students have not developed proper and definite
concepts toward the perception and rendition of
groups of notes.
It is important to remember that musical concepts are

aural concepts.

An inability to conceptualize what one

"hears” with his eyes may be traced back to a weak link
in the chain of the reading process.

In reading,

the

reader experiences different levels of perceiving,
remembering, organizing, conceptualizing, and anticipating
tonal and rhythmic patterns.

When these links are

weakened by vast discrepancies between levels, as in the
previous example, the reading experience becomes

musically unintelligible.

3

In the literature on elementary band instruction,

very little is written about the problem of teaching
beginners how to read music tonally.

The few references

to the subject so closely associate the use of the correct

fingerings with the act of reading that it is often

difficult to realize that reading music may have another
meaning.

If the literature fails to provide information

regarding the nature of the reading process or the

developmental aspects of the skill, it may not be unusual
that the instrumental method books from which the student

learns to read have the same failings.
Language reading has progressed from the old method
of learning a new word by first spelling it, to the more

suitable method of presenting patterns of related words
in short phrases.

Windebank (78:9) points out that

"in the teaching of music no such change of method appears
to have been attempted.”

Teachers of instrumental music

have used the same approach in the teaching of music

reading since its inception into the school curriculum
in the early part of the twentieth century
+ 9 : 142 ).

1

(

1

+3

-.

63 ;

Noble describes this approach as one of teaching

specifics largely by rote without explanations of why or

how one element relates to another.

Children are largely

taught to respond to pitch by pressing a button or moving
a slide,

to rhythm by concentrating on individual note

values, and to expression in terms of air pressure.

k

Echoing a similar view, Jones (30:86) speaks of applied
music instruction as one of emphasizing note values, keys
or fingering associations, while more importantly, dis-

regarding the sound of pitches.

Mursell (^8:308)

agreeing with Noble and Jones, adds,
Instrumental instructors pay at least lip
service to the importance of the phrase in
music, and most of them would probably agree
that technical expertness really depends on
a movement cycle organized and guided phrasewise.
But in spite of this, they are very
apt to teach music note by note.

Reading by the note- by- note approach tends to encourage

mechanical responses by making the individual notes more
important than their meaning within a phrase.

Just as

words derive their meaning from the pattern in which they
occur, so do notes.

And this meaning is unrelated to

fingerings, for tones represent musical ideas.
It is

inconceivable that emphasis on the mechanics

of playing an instrument and attention to the specifics
of notation while de- emphasizing the meaning of tones

would either improve the learner's understanding of music
or provide a sufficient condition for the development of
a

high level of reading comprehension.

In fact,

this

initial emphasis upon the specifics of notation and the

technical mechanics of the instrument, and only later,
if at all, on comprehension, may itself discourage the

process of organizing reading into meaningful units, which
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guide the student in understanding what has been read.
Three obvious situations in which this may be the case
are

When the instrument is treated as an obstacle

1.

to be overcome and not a medium through which the child

may perform the music he enjoys.

In this instance,

the

instrument may absorb the beginner’s attention to the

point where it becomes impossible to bring organization
into the reading experience.

When specifics, such as, note names, note

2.

values, fingerings, and the like, are regarded as the

subject matter of music.

In and by themselves,

have little or no musical value.

specifics

They simply represent

t

a system of notation.

When the reading approach focuses on the training

3.

of note identification skill, assuming that once it is

mastered good reading comprehension will automatically
follow.
In regard to the third example.

Sessions

(

6

4.:

I

72

says:
To perform a piece of music correctly, one plays
in the first place, not so much notes as motifs,
One
the impulses of which music is composed.
.
which
other
each
to
relationship
the
in
sets them
.

_

the composer has indicated. And I firmly believe
that a certain type of instrumental instruction
which teaches students first to learn notes and
then, as it is quaintly put, to *put in the exis not only musically but instrumentally
pression,
false
'
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Learning to read music is thus an exceedingly complex
task, the dimensions of which far exceed the minute details
of notation.
If learning to read music is not taken to mean

simply mastery of an instrument and/or the details of

notation, what then does it mean?

Mursell (47:136)

maintains that "learning to read music is learning to
understand, not symbols, but music."

"Understanding

music," he says, "means to be aware of its expressive
content and recognizing not the notes it contains, but
the beauty it contains."

"This ability comes from grasping

the music as a pattern, a structure (47:144)."

The root

of understanding musical structure lies in the development

of music reading skill--a skill which, Mursell believes,

depends "altogether on the establishment of working

connections between the ear, eye and understanding
(47:11+1).”

Like Mursell, Murphy (46:43-59) stresses the

importance of developing the ear to the point where the

individual can, in

a

sense, hear with the- eye.

He de-

fines music reading and its procedures in these terms:
the acquisition of musical insight through the
development of the ability to think music and to
[This, he believes, can be
reproduce it vocally.
a sense of pitch
developing
achieved through
music reading
finally,
And
.
•
.
relationship.]
both
musicianship,
of
terms
should be conceived in
(46:5o)
...
objective.
as the means and as the
[As
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Desirable outcomes are attainable in reading, as in
all other avenues of learning, when music itself
[not technique] is the focus of study (i+6
^9 )
:

Speaking of music reading as the responsibility
of the performer to the composer, Sessions (64:62-75)

describes the act of reading as one of recognizing the

meaning of notation through an awareness of higher
structural units.

He says,

[The composer] not only composes music, i.e., he
conceives a coherent and meaningful pattern of tones
and rhythms, but he translates the music he has thus
conceived into symbols which enable the performer
to bring it into actual, i.e., physical being
(

61+

:

62 )

To recreate the music, the performer must be aware of

much more than individual notes.

As a first step in

the realization of the composer’s intentions, Sessions

asserts, the performer must understand the music in
terms of its articulation, contours, proportions,

rhythmic units, melodic and harmonic values, its

similarities and contrasts (64:75>)»

Regarding the complexities of perception. Weaver
(72:27) describes in precise terms what the reader must

perceive in order to prepare for an exact execution of
the musical symbols:

Pitch, temporal, dynamics and harmonic relations
of notes must be perceived as parts of rhythmic and
melodic sequences organized as phrases having
[in addition,]
constant or varying tonalities.
numerous signs indicating the phrasing and style
of playing must be read.
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The development of skill in reading music, according

to Leonhard and House

( 14.

1

:

120 ), depends upon:

i
awareness of tonal and rhythmic movement in
music and the development of concepts of tonality,
of the tendencies of chords and tones, of the
meaning of notation symbols, and the relationship
between the symbols and the sounds they represent.
•

•

Considerable support for developing skill in reading notes
in groups of patterns and for obtaining musical meaning

from the symbols can be found in the experimental studies
dealing with visual perception.

Before reporting the

findings of some of these studies, a brief explanation
of the basic characteristics of eye movement may be

helpful
In reading music the eye makes several pauses or
stops.

These stops, called fixations, are the only

periods of clear vision.

The eye moves from one fixation

to the next in a jerking movement.

During the reading,

the eye sometimes moves backwards in order to reread

the material or to get a clearer view.

movement is known as a regression.

This backward

Often, it is of

interest to determine the number of symbols that can be

recognized in a single instant.

The average number of

symbols per fixation which can be perceived in continuous

reading is referred to as span of perception.
A survey of the studies on eye movement and per-

ceptual span clearly indicates that superior music readers
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have a more rapid reading rate (80;72;27), shorter fixational duration (80;72;27), fewer fixations

fewer regressions

(

6

;

and Jacobsen

38 ; 80 ;2 7 )

Furthermore, in the

experimental studies reported by Christ
(I4.),

;

27 ), and a larger perceptual span

than inferior readers (38580).

Bean

(6

(

(

11

),

Weaver

(

71 ),

27 ), there is evidence that per-

ceptual span can be increased with training.
But perceptual span alone does not imply cognition.
In part,

cognition is grasping the meaning of the notes

within the patterns and groupings in which they occur.
Investigating span of vision in reading notes, Ortmann's
(52:93) results indicate that deriving musical meaning

from the symbols is an important factor in determining
the ease with which music is read.

He notes that:

The chief determinants of the difficulty in note
reading which does not involve actual eye movements
are the number of notes in the field, the area
covered by the distribution of the notes, the
number of linear dimensions involved, the complexity or symmetry of the note pattern, and
finally the meaning of the note group from either
a harmonic or melodic standpoint-- or both.

In a later study of ocular behavior in reading

music, Weaver

(

73 : 3 )

discloses the importance of

extracting the musical meaningfulness from the notation

when he states:

With an average visual grasp of only three to five
notes per reading pause, it is apparent that the
music reader must achieve a coherent and unified
execution of a composition from a visually discrete
succession of relatively small groups of notes.
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Related to the ability to understand the musical

meaning of notes is the ability to group them.

Ortmann

(52:93) reports that "difficulties in note reading are

not due to actual eye difficulties, but result from

inability to group the distribution of the notes into
larger perceptual units."

Bean (4) concludes that

accurate reading demands that three or more notes be

read at a glance.

He comments that too many individuals

read slowly, attending to single notes when they should
be comprehending musical patterns.

Weaver in

a

study

with Van Nuys (74 49) states that if individuals are to
:

make more rapid responses to the notational symbols, they

must be trained to apprehend pitch patterns as stable
melodic segments and to grasp rhythm as rhythmic figures.
Lannert and Ullman (40:91-99) report that the better
readers grasped the whole pattern at a glance while

poor readers read note-wise, that good readers were those
who could anticipate the notes as intended by the composer.
In the experimental studies cited,

accurate reading

occurred when the reader was able to read three or more

notes at

a

glance, grasp the meaning of the musical

patterns, and anticipate the notes that were to follow.
and the
Both the ability to understand a melodic pattern

possessing
ability to anticipate tones are the results of

1
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a sense of tonality,

it means being able to maintain a

tonal orientation and relate all tones to that orientation.
The reader, who can sense the tendency of tones within a

melody

,

has an advantage over the reader whose only re-

course is visual.

For the latter, the more unexpected

the stimulus, the more questions the brain must ask to

determine its identity

(

69 ).

Tonality, therefore, refers to a system of tonal

tendencies, that is, the motion of the tones based on
the forces in tones.

As noted in both harmony and acous-

tics textbooks, the successive tones of the diatonic scale
are composed of active tones and tones of a temporary or

final resolving quality.

In the major tonality the tones

SO and MI constitute a temporary and the tone DO a final

resolution.

These are the tones toward which the active

tones, RE, FA, LA, and TI, tend to resolve.

In Table

1,

the basic tonal directions are presented (83*97-98).

It

is shown that RE acts as a bridge between DO and MI; MI

points toward DO; FA seeks resolution in MI; SO points in

either direction; LA, like RE, has a double role

— it

tends

to return to SO, but is often heard in the succession

SO LA TI DO; and finally, TI is pulled toward DO.

The

ability to think tonally is the result of emphasis on aural
and visual awareness of tonal movement.
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TABLE

1

TONAL DIRECTIONS

DO <

RE

RE
DO «

> MI

MI

MI +
DO

*

FA

—— SO —
SO*

LA

SO

LA

TI

»

DO

—

DO

TI

*

DO

Present instructional methods, which are based on
provide the
the development of scales, do not necessarily

basis for understanding tonal relationships.

ning reader, who often reads tone-by-tone

,

The begin-

is introduced

complete a scale,
to new pitches presented in order to
stages, to make
extend a scale, or in the very early

composition conpossible the performance of a musical
case, serve only to
taining the tone(s). Scales, in this
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test the reader’s knowledge of fingerings and/or to improve

his technique.

It is unlikely, however, that the beginning

reader would understand the function of tones within

a

scale and develop a feeling for key without first studying

tonality.

Yet, as stated earlier, skill in reading music

depends, among other factors, upon awareness of tonal

movement
In building a feeling for tonal relationships,

Mursell (48:164) thinks that the best approach
tonality.

(

through

He says, "A scale does not produce tonality.”

"Tonality produces the scale."

Jersild

is

Supporting this thesis,

29 : 11 ) feels that a sense of tonality

is neces-

sary in order to make comprehensible a sequence of single
tones as a unity.

Therefore, would it not be more suitable

to approach music reading instruction through a study of

tonality when a sense of tonality makes comprehensible
the meaning of keys, scales, melodies, the structure of

music, in effect, improves the learner’s understanding of

music?
If, then, teaching the tendencies of tones were to

be combined with the idea of presenting notes in groups,
it would follow that a series of tonal patterns, each

describing a tonal

direction, could be taught as a

means of making the initial introduction to reading less

mechanical and musically more meaningful.

This, a tonal

pattern method of reading music, has been used vocally in

many studies of different kinds of music reading.

The

belief that a similar method emphasizing tonal tendencies
should be very useful in teaching music reading to begin-

ning wind instrumentalists led to efforts to adapt the

method.

The development, use, and evaluation of such a

method, form the subject matter of this dissertation.

Need for the Study
To reemphasize

some of the previous statements,

it

has been pointed out that introducing the beginning music

reader to single isolated pitches, whose meaning is that
of a letter name, fingering, note value, and lastly, a
sound,

is fundamentally and musically unsound.

In the

first place, such an approach encourages the reader to

concentrate on individual notes, when he should be
attending to musical patterns.

Shortening the visual

span in this way leads to the frequently heard comments

by the teacher to "read ahead" in an effort to correct
the problem.

However, this advice may be. helpful only

inasmuch as it prepares the reader to mechanically respond
more rapidly, for a larger perceptual span does not imply

cognition.

Secondly, instruction in music reading which

is based on note identification does not provide the

reader with the musical insight necessary to understand
the meaning of a tone within a phrase or prepare him for
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a change of

meaning in other phrases.

This method of

reading music gives the reader little more than a mechanical

reaction (finger pattern, lip adjustment, etc.) with which
to transfer to a new situation.

It is,

therefore, a

questionable practice from both a psychological and

musical viewpoint.
In tonal reading the reader must hear what is seen

in notational form.

This aural-visual skill depends on

the ability to organize and conceptualize melodic sounds.
The degree to which organization and conceptualization

can be achieved is determined by the meaning attached to
It is well established that melodic

the musical symbols.

sound is given meaning through a sense of tonality, that
is,

being aware of the resting tone and mode (21:91).

The most common device for emphasizing tendential effects

and building a feeling for tonal expectation is the
The value

application of the Tonic Sol-fa system (48:161;).

of this system lies in its transferability to different

tonal settings and its clarification of tonality.

How-

ever, there is no experimental evidence that an effective

procedure for teaching music reading to beginning wind

instrumentalists consists of a program of instruction

which emphasizes tonality by utilizing the Tonic Sol-fa
system to define

a

series of tonal patterns.

It is to

fill this gap in research that the present experimental

study was undertaken.
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Purpose of the Investigation
The study was designed to compare the relative effec-

tiveness of two methods of teaching music reading to 10-yearold wind instrumentalists.

Method one, the experimental

method, stressed aural-visual recognition of a series of
10 tonal patterns, which contained two to five tones taught
as single units.

Method two, the control method, emphasized

note identification skill.

In this method, the more tradi-

tional method, notes were introduced as individual tones

having a particular pitch, letter name, duration, and fingering.

Major Questions
The specific questions to be answered by this study

were
1.

Is there any difference between the

scores of

the experimental and the control groups on the Watkins -

Farnum Performance Scale (WFPS)?
2.

Is there any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups for either brass

or woodwind instruments on the WFPS?
3.

Is there any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups for either high

or low musical aptitude on the WFPS?
4.

Is there any difference between the

scores of

on
the experimental and the control groups for each sex

the WFPS?
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5«

Is

there any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups on the Music

Achievement Test (MAT)
6.

Is

there any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups for either brass

or woodwind instruments on the MAT?
7.

Is there

any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups for either high

or low musical aptitude on the MAT?
8.

Is there any difference between the scores of

the experimental and the control groups for each sex on
the MAT?
9.

Is

there any difference between the concept

scores of the experimental and the control groups on the

pretest and posttest administrations of the Student
Attitude Questionnaire

(SAQ)?

Limitations
The present study was based on an approach to

promote facility in music reading through an awareness
of the tendency of scale tones.

The study was limited

to 10 selected tonal patterns, the melodic- rhythmic

elements of music, major tonality, brass and woodwind
instruments, and 10-year-old students from selected
schools in New York.
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Definition of Terms
The following are definitions of terms as used in

this study.
1.

Music reading is the process of perceiving,

translating, and reproducing instrumentally, at first
sight, the various symbols of notation.
2.

Tonal patterns are melodic configurations con-

taining two to five tones and describing the tendency of
scale tones.
3.

Tonality refers to the tendency of tones.

The

tones in a melody are either active or inactive in
The most restful sounding tone is the tonic,

nature.

or tonal center.
I;.

Specifics refer to fingerings and to the

various notational symbols, such as clefs, key signatures,

meter signatures, bars, accidentals, note values, letter
names, and similar items.
5.

Traditional instruction refers to the kind of

instruction which stresses identification of notational
symbols and the mechanics of playing the instrument.
6.

Rhythmic syllables are represented by the words

"TA" for a quarter note,

"TI" for an eighth note, and

"TA-I” for a dotted quarter and an eighth note.
7.

Mechanics of playing an instrument refers to

the physical aspects of musical performance, such as

19

embrochure position, body position, articulation, breathing,
and fingering.
Hand signals are of two distinct types.

Flat

hand signals are used to indicate pitch distance.

Hand

8.

postures, developed by John Curwen in 3870, represent a

particular degree of the scale and the tendency of that
scale degree, while also indicating pitch distance.

The

two types of hand signals are illustrated below.

TABLE 2

HAND SIGNALS

Scale Degree

Flat Hand Signals

Curwen Hand Signals
(Adapted)

DO

\\
TI
v.*V
s _
t-

-

LA
IN
w

-

>»

4

n

SO

FA

Nil

0

3^~
m

RE
DO

f

0''s
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OP RELATED LITERATURE
The process of reading music involves the auditory

perception of musical sounds, the visual perception of
musical symbols, and the process through which the reader
organizes and compares previous auditory and visual

perceptions of musical stimuli with present stimuli in
the act of converting symbols into sounds

(5I|.:271).

How-

ever, very little is known concerning the complexities

of the perceptual processes.

Despite the importance of

auditory perception, few researchers have investigated
the subject.

Designers of music achievement and music

aptitude tests have purported certain characteristics
to be generally related to auditory perception and attempted
to measure them.

The most extensive experimental research

in auditory perception, particularly with children as it

relates to their musical growth, has been reported by
Petzold.

He has also made major contributions to our

understanding of the visual perception of children.

At

the same time, no significant research in eye movement

has been reported since the early studies of Bean,
Ortmann, and Weaver more than 25 years ago (55:21).

studies were presented in Chapter

I

and will not be

These
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repeated here
The review of the related literature will be limited
to those research studies dealing with melodic sight-

reading.

Research in this area is grouped into the follow-

ing categories:
(b)

(a)

studies employing tonal patterns,

studies investigating the relationship of specific

factors to music reading, and

(c)

instructional techniques

and materials.

Even a cursory examination of the experimental
studies presented in this chapter will reveal great dis-

parities in selection of subjects, treatment of data,
selection of testing materials and evaluation of results.
It is not the purpose here to present an in depth critical

analysis of the validity of the various approaches used.

Rather the goal is to examine each study in the light of
its relevance to the present work.

In order to accomplish

this, those studies of greatest importance are considered
in greatest detail while the peripheral studies receive

less attention.

Studies Employing Tonal Patterns
The development of skill in music reading has been

approached by many researchers through the use of selected
tonal patterns determined by a detailed analysis of songs

from basic song- texts.

Smiley

(

65 ) analyzed the contents
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of the American Singer

and Together We Sing

music song-text3.

,

,

New Music Horizons

.

Singing Everyday

four frequently used fourth-grade

His purpose was to determine the type

and frequency of tonal configurations, symbols, and terms.
The analysis revealed the tonic, dominant and subdominant

chord arpeggios to be extensively used with the tonic
chord arpeggios being the most frequently used.

Smiley

concluded that the 351 configurations identified, each

containing two to five tones, were far too many for
child to learn at the fourth-grade level.

a

As an alterna-

tive, he recommended that a basic list of two- tone con-

figurations based on the interval of

might provide

a

a

second and a third

more meaningful learning experience.

Many of the songs found in instrumental methods
books and used in the special reading material in the

present study were taken directly from the song- texts
of children.

Therefore, the identification of the most

frequently used tonal configurations was of interest.
Smiley's list of tonal configurations and the list com-

piled in the following study by Petzold served as a guide
in selecting the ten most frequent patterns to be taught
in this study.

Petzold {5k) investigated the differences in the

perception of musical symbols by children of average

musical ability and children gifted musically at the

I
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fourth- and sixth-grade levels.
into two phases.

The study was divided

The purposes of Phase I were:

(a)

to

analyze 326 songs randomly selected from eighteen songtexts used in grades three to five, using the procedures

suggested by Smiley;

(b)

to examine perception as the

visual and aural identification and recognition of tonal
configurations;

(c)

to establish,

in part, the basis for

selecting learning tasks appropriate to Phase II; and
(d)

to provide an opportunity for collecting and

analyzing the data.

One hundred subjects were randomly

selected from grades four, five and six.

Each was given

three trials in which to learn the tonal configurations
in a ten-item test.

In Phase

II,

l£0 average and gifted

fourth- and sixth- graders were given eight trials to

learn five tonal configurations and eight trials to learn
a song

containing the same configurations.
An analysis of the data led to the following con-

clusions:

(a)

there was no significant difference between

boys and girl 3 in ability to read music;

(b)

there were

no significant differences between the scores earned by
fourth-, fifth* and sixth- graders in Phase
a

I,

nor was there

significant difference between fourth- and sixth- graders

in terms of a percent correct score or in terms of learning

rate in Phase II;
a rate three or

(c)

gifted children learned to read at

four times faster than average children;

2k

(d)

the general shape of the tonal configuration was

perceived, although the intervals (tonal relationships)

within the pattern were not;

(c)

the students performed

at a much higher level on the aural part of the test than

on the visual;

(f)

prior practice in learning the song

had no significant influence on learning the same isolated
tonal configurations, although prior practice on learning
the isolated tonal configurations was made more effective
in learning the related song;

(g)

no significant difference

in ability to read music was found for those subjects

who reported one or more years of instrumental training.

Among the several implications of the study were:
(a)

accurate reading is more likely to result when greater

emphasis is placed upon understanding the significance
of the notation rather than mere "imitation” of musical

materials;

(b)

difficulty in reading music might be

partially attributed to lack of an aural understanding
of musical symbols;

(c)

instrumental music reading in-

struction will be more effective if greater weight is

given to the meaning of musical notation rather than to

finger pattern responses to a visual symbol.

Although Petzold's data failed to establish that
one learning sequence was superior to another, it did

reveal that learning a song was made more effective

through prior practice on the isolated tonal configurations.
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The implications of Petzold's research were of particular

significance in establishing the teaching procedures to
be used in this study.

If an instrumentalist's reading

skill is to progress beyond the stage of issuing a

mechanical response to tonal symbols, he must develop an
aural image of tonal notation.

Without aural imagery,

each reading experience becomes

a

new experience.

This

was evident when the instrumentalists were unable to read
a

melody containing simple tonal configurations after

receiving training on these same isolated patterns and
vice versa.

The present study requires that the student

learn the tonal pattern aurally and visually before

attempting to read a melody composed of the same tonal
pattern

(

s

)

.

Tonal pattern training has been approached through

use of a special system of notation.

Klemish (36) com-

pared the relative effectiveness of two methods of teaching
music reading to first-grade children.

used

a type

The control method

of pseudo-notation consisting of heavy dashes

connected with dotted lines.

The children using this

method transferred to conventional notation shortly before
the end of the treatment period.

The experimental method

used conventional notation with no interim process taking
place.

Both methods stressed improving aural discrimination

and recognition of simple representations of tonal patterns.

I
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The instruments used for
comparison of the two groups
were a pretest and posttest designed
and administered by
the investigator.

The pretest measured auditory and

visual readiness for music reading.

The posttest was

designed to evaluate tonal reading achievement and

auditory -visual skill.

An attitude questionnaire was

administered to assess the reaction of teachers and students to the program.

Analysis of the data disclosed that first-grade
children can learn to read tonal patterns and that pseudo-

notation prior to learning conventional notation is not
necessary.

significant

Although the effect of the method was not
,

aural skills were better developed under

the control method, while the experimental method, using
the conventional notation, produced better results on

visual tasks.

Reactions to the project were found to be

favorable.

Klemish suggested that the conventional notation

method might have fared better if the pseudo-notation
method had not been intensely organized.

The traditional

way of teaching pseudo-notation does not include singing
and writing patterns.

It is more usual to use pseudo-

notation for recognition and illustration of patterns.

Klemish thinks that the additional activities of singing
and writing tonal patterns may have influenced the results.

\
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However, on the basis of the results, neither pseudo-

notation taught prior to convention* notation nor conventional notation taught without the association of other
techniques, such as relative solmization, is likely to

produce better readers.

Many proponents of the tonal

configuration method of teaching music reading have

emphasized the importance of solmization in making the
sound of the pattern easier to remember and relate to

other patterns.

Perceiving and conceptualizing tonal

patterns prior to a reading experience through relative
solmization is the principle upon which the methodological
books of Kodaly (37)

Bachmann (2), Young and MacKnight (81),

and Hefferman (25) are based.

Richardson

(62)

examined the effectiveness of learning

to read music through a structured,

sequential presenta-

tion of selected tonal patterns and song material com-

pared to

a

random presentation of the same materials.

The sample was drawn from the second grade.

The experi-

mental group, who were given the sequential presentation
of tonal patterns and songs, was composed of

6I4.

students.

The control group of 58 students received the random

presentation.

Both groups met for three 25“ minute weekly

sessions during an 18-week period.

Following the treatment period, the students were

administered the posttest Line Diagram Test of Tonal
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Configurations and Tests of Recall, Notation, Performance,
Pattern Identification, and Retention.

devised by the investigator.

All tests were

No significant differences

due to sequence of presentation of vocabulary patterns

were found in terms of recall, notation, pattern identification in song context, or retention.

A significant dif-

ference, favoring the experimental students, was found
in terms of performance.
Of the several conclusions given, the ones directly

related to the present study are;

(a)

Learning a tonal

vocabulary does not appear to depend as much on the presentational sequence as on
(b)

a

regular instructional program,

Utilization of a structured sequence did not sig-

nificantly influence learning selected vocabulary when
compared to learning the same vocabulary in random sequence.
it was decided that the

On the basis of the findings,

order of tonal pattern presentation would be determined
in the present study by the physical characteristics of

the wind instruments and the physical capabilities of

beginning wind instrumentalists.
While emphasizing the tonal pattern approach in
reading music, many researchers have employed tachistoscopic training techniques.

Hammer (22) tested the

effect of tachistoscopic training on the development of

melodic sight- singing ability.

The tachistoscope was
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defined as a flashmeter attachment used on an overhead

projector making it possible to control the illumination
and duration of projected images.

His subjects consisted

of two fourth-grade music classes, an experimental class
of 22 students and a control class of 23 students.

A

method for teaching melodic sight- singing at this level
and within the existing music program was developed.
The method stressed tonal pattern recognition.

For

the most part, the tonal patterns employed were those

identified and compiled by Petzold as the most frequent
tonal patterns in the literature of young children.

Both

groups received the same instruction except during the
10- minute periods of each meeting which were devoted to

tonal pattern drill.

In these periods,

the experimental

group used tachistoscopic techniques, and the control
class employed conventional techniques.

Following a series of 38 biweekly meetings, the
classes were given a melodic sight- singing test designed

by the experimenter.

For the second part of the experiment,

the treatment was reversed (rotation group design).

students received an additional

II4.

The

triweekly meetings

after which the melodic sight- singing test was once again
administered.

Hammer found that the tachistoscopic

materials and procedures were significantly more effective
than the conventional techniques employed.

Furthermore,
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tachistoscopic technique3 were particularly effective
for teaching those subjects above the class average in

pitch discrimination and tonal memory ability, those
below average in intelligence, and those with prior
sight- singing experience.

He concluded that the

tachistoscope provided an efficient means of training
fourth-grade children to respond to

a large

number of

tonal patterns in several different keys.
In determining the

implications of Hammer's study,

it must be realized that the students in the experiment

did not learn the sound of the tonal patterns by means of
the tachistoscope.

These patterns were learned in songs.

The tachistoscope provided a different setting in which

these patterns could be reinforced.

In this context,

the

tachistoscope was an effective technique.
Other researchers, however, have found the

tachistoscope to be less effective in improving melodic
sight-reading skill.

Stokes (68) investigated the effect

of tachistoscopic training on ability to sight-read

melodies.

The experimental group read groups of notes

consisting of two to seven tones and ranging from the
interval distance of a unison to a ninth.

The results

of the study indicated that span of recognition was

somewhat improved, but no transfer effect was found in
the general reading test.

It is noted that Stokes required
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no tonal response during the drill period and that the
total drill period was only three and one-half hours
spread over a 20-week period.

Barnes (3)» however, produced similar results.

He

found that tachistoscopic interval drill, while effective
in improving the sight- singing of intervals, was not

effective in improving the student’s ability to sightsing melodies.

He concluded that something other than

skill in interval reading is needed to read melodies.
The inadequacy of interval drill lies in the fact that

attention is focused on two tones which by themselves
do not imply melodic movement.

DiFonzo (18) tested the hypothesis that the

tachistoscopic method of teaching preinstrumental music
reading on the flutophone in grade three was more

efficient and effective than conventional methods using
other aids, including the blackboard, flannel board,
textbook, and staff paper.

The secondary goal of the

study was to determine the correlation between gains on
the criterion test, fashioned after Hammer's melodic

sight- singing test, and the following selected factors:

pitch and rhythm discrimination, tonal memory, previous
instrumental lesson experience, and intelligence
quotient.

The experimental design included two non-

equivalent groups taking both a pretest and

I

a

posttest.
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Two intact third-grade classes served as

group and an experimental group.
4.O

I

e

control

Each group received

minutes of instruction once a week for 18 weeks.

Both

groups used the same material.

A tonal pattern approach

to music reading was stressed.

The only difference in

treatment between the control and experimental groups

related to the drill procedures in learning the tonal
patterns.

During 15 minutes of each session, the

experimental group used tachistoscopic techniques, while
the control group employed conventional drill procedures

utilizing conventional techniques.
Analysis of the data indicated

a

significant correla-

tion between rhythm discrimination and gains on the

criterion, and a small but positive correlation between
tonal memory and pitch discrimination with gains in

sight-playing.

Tachistoscopic training was found to

be significantly more effective in teaching melodic-

rhythmic sight-playing than the conventional techniques

used with the control group.

This finding collaborates

the earlier finding of Hammer (22) regarding the effective-

ness of the tachis toscope to reinforce the tonal patterns

and thus

improve sight-reading skill.

Studies Investigating the Relationship of Specific Factors
to Music Reading

Colwell (13) investigated the relative achievement
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in the three main areas of public school music:

instrumental, and a combination of the two.

vocal,

A secondary

purpose included ascertaining a relationship among
academic grade average, intelligence, musical aptitude,
vocal grade, and grade of predictive success based upon
one semester of pre- instrumental work in fourth-grade.

Approximately four thousand students from grades five
through twelve served as subjects.
An achievement test was administered twice, at
the beginning of the school year and again at the end

of the school year.

The tests administered were the

Knuth Achievement Test in Music in grades four, five
eight, and nine, the Farnum Music Notation Test in grade
seven, and the Aliferis Music Achievement Test in grades
ten, eleven, and twelve.

All tests measured auditory-

visual discrimination and required a written response.

Throughout the sample, the results of the study
indicated that piano training was the most significant

factor in high auditory- visual achievement.
students were superior to vocal students.

Instrumental
Instrumental

students with piano training were superior to vocal
students with piano training, but vocal students with
piano training were superior to instrumental students

without piano training.
scores.

The same ranking held for other

Vocal students were significantly lower than
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instrumental students in academic grade average, in intelin musical aptitude, in their vocal class grade,

and in their attitude towards music.

It was found that

amount of practice was not a significant factor as measured
by the Knuth Test

.

The Aliferis Music Achievement Test

showed little or no improvement in auditory- visual dis-

crimination of melody, harmony, and rhythm elements by

high school students as a result of an additional year's
training in music.
gains on this test.

Instrumental students made only slight
They were, however, superior to all

other groups in the area of rhythm.

Colwell thought that

the lack of significant improvement by the instrumentalists

might have been due to the emphasis on performing groups
and the frequency of rote learning for expediency's sake
at this level rather than emphasis on reading skills.

Regarding the secondary purpose, the test results
verified:

(a)

the use of the pre-band instrument to

predict aural- visual achievement;

(b)

the validity of

the music grades given by vocal teachers; and (c) a

positive relationship between intelligence and musical
achievement* Colwell concluded that musical aptitude did

not prove to be as important as other factors in predicting
auditory- visual achievement.
In a later study with Rundell, Colwell

(15)

examined

the auditory- visual discrimination resulting from three
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specific types of musical experiences among junior high
school students.

Upon the conclusion of one semester of

training, keyboard study and ukulele study were compared

with regular vocal music experience.

The results showed

no significant difference between the groups in auditory-

visual achievement, and a significant gain in attitude
of the ukulele group over the keyboard group.
It is apparent from the results of the Colwell-

Rundell study that auditory -visual discrimination cannot
be improved simply by learning to play an instrument.

There remains a question as to whether or not auditory-

visual skill can be significantly improved without sufficient emphasis given to the development of an aural under-

standing from a very early age (5^)»

However, both the

Colwell studies provide ample proof that auditory -visual

discrimination cannot be improved without specific training and a conscious effort to relate visual symbols to
the sounds they represent.

Thinking that the lack of an aural understanding of
musical symbols was contributing to a low level of music
reading achievement, Petzold (5&) investigated the development of auditory perception of musical sounds by children.
between
His purpose was to determine the differences

with regard
children at each of the first six grade levels
auditory
to how they perceive and respond to the
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presentation of musical sounds.
660 children was tested.
a 20-

item test,

a

A stratified sample of

The four tests, a 45- item test,

rhythm test, and

a

phrase test, were

designed to provide data regarding the auditory perception
of short tonal configurations, the consistency of pupil

responses to short tonal configurations, the addition of

rhythm to the tonal configurations, and the perception
of larger musical units, respectively.

Petzold found:

(a)

no significant difference be-

tween boys and girls with respect to their auditory

perception of musical sounds;

(b)

age and the development

of auditory perception were related only if lower and

upper grades were compared;

(c)

musical training and

extra musical experiences were significant factors in
the development of auditory perception; and (d) the

addition of the rhythmic element to

a

melodic pattern

did not have a significant influence upon the auditory

perception of melodic items.
The results of the study suggest that the rote

learning of songs, done in

a

routine manner, fails to

develop the student’s ability to evaluate the accuracy
of his responses.

Petzold (56:43) elaborated:

Aural understanding, which is the reflection of
accurate auditory perception, results from intelligent thought and not from mechanical imitation,
from judgments made independently by the child in
terms of his understanding of basic musical concepts
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and not from judgments made for the child by the
teacher.

However, present methods of teaching instrumental wind
students to read music usually do not include aural training.

It is obvious,

in light of the previous research,

that failure to include aural training in the lesson

retards the development of an accurate aural image of

a

musical concept and thus makes it difficult for the
student to judge his own performance.
Luce

(Lp2

)

investigated the relationship between

high school instrumental music students’ performance of
sight-reading music and their ability to reproduce music
His sample consisted of 98 band and orchestral

by ear.
students.

The students were interviewed and tested on

sight-reading and ear-playing ability.

Test scores were

correlated with intelligence quotients, mental ages,
music goals, student leadership status, and amount of
music instruction.

The results revealed a significant

relationship between sight-reading skill and ability to
play by ear for all students.

A high relationship was

found between intelligence and sight-reading, between

intelligence and ear-playing, and a very high relationship between leadership and both sight-reading and ear-

playing.
The Luce

3 tudy

provides concrete evidence of the

musical
close relationship between the ability to hear a
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example and achievement in sight-reading.

His results

corroborate the findings of Petzold (56; 57) regarding
the importance of aural training in achieving tonal and

rhythmic understanding.
King (34) conducted an experiment to determine the

relationship between intelligence and music reading
ability.

Approximately 550 fifth- and sixth- grade students

were given Form A, Division 2 of the Knuth Achievement
Test in Music

phrases.

.

This test consists of

I]X)

four measure

The first two measures of the four measure

phrase match that of the students, but the last two

measures are different.

The student must decide which

of his four choices match that which was played.
the 550 students, he selected and assigned

61+

From

students,

who made very low scores on the test to one group and
an equal number of students, who received above average
scores to a second group.
to chronological age,

The groups were equated as

semesters in school, school grade,

sex, and extracurricular music study.

Both groups were

given the Otis Self- Administering Tests of Mental Ability
Group and not individual scores were recorded.

It was

found that good readers had a mean of 107.1+5 and bad
music readers scored a mean of 100.89 on the test.

difference was found to be significant.

The

King concluded

that there is a definite relationship between music

.
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reading and intelligence.
Jones

(31)

studied the relationship that perceptual

time span, intelligence, music background,
and verbal

reading have to music reading achievement.

Approximately

200 students, ranging from grade school through college
and including music and nonmusic majors, were administered
a sight- singing test,

four perceptual tests, and a music

background questionnaire.

None of the four factors

thought to have a high degree of relationship to music

reading achievement were significant.

That intelligence

was not found to be related to achievement in sight-

singing or to any of the other criteria is contrary to
the findings of other researchers

may simply reflect

a

(13;

3]+;

42; and 82) and

weakness in design, procedures or

instruments of evaluation.

However, on the premise that

music reading did not relate significantly to any of these
factors, Jones concluded that music reading is a special

ability and should be treated as one.
that

”

He recommended

if the teaching of music reading is a special goal

of music education, then new programs must be devised

which are geared towards music reading and which employ
new approaches (31:57)."

McGarry (45) conducted research to determine the
extent to which vocalization of music contributed toward
the development of selected instrumental performance

skills which included:

technical accuracy, duration, slurs,

rests, fluctuation in tempo, and observation of expression

marks, holds and repeats.

A sample of 7 4 junior high
I

.

school students were matched on the basis of their per-

formance skill as measured by Form A of the Watkins -

Farnum Performance Scale and placed into an experimental
and a control group.
same material.

Both groups were exposed to the

The only variation in treatment was that

the experimental group vocalized letter names, rhythm

patterns, articulation patterns, and sang along with

instrumental performances.

Following 14 weeks of training both groups were
retested on Form A of the Watkins-Farnum Performance
Scale

The results disclosed no significant differences

.

between:

(a)

the experimental and the control group,

(b)

the brass or woodwind sections within the groups,

(c)

those segments of either group whose scores fell

above the third quartile in performance ability.

Significant gains were found for those experimental student
who were below average in performance ability.

McGarry's findings were of interest to the present
study, for it was considered necessary to ascertain the

effect of the voice on sight-reading.

His results in-

dicate that vocalization as a teaching procedure is not
an important factor in developing reading skill for the

kl

majority of students.

This finding is confirmed in the

next study.
Bolden

(5>)

designed an experimental study to

determine the extent of the influence, if any, of the
piano keyboard, syllables/letters, and recorder on growth
in sight- singing and rhythmic reading.

sisted of

3I4.8

His sample con-

elementary education majors enrolled in

nine sections of Music Foundations at Michigan State

University.

Following training, which emphasized one of the
three modes of instruction, the students were given a

posttest in rhythmic reading, in sight- singing, and the

Kwalwasser-Rush Test of Musical Accomplishment

.

While

Bolden found that emphasis placed on syllables/letters

exceeded both the piano keyboard and recorder in
effectiveness in developing sight- singing and rhythmic
reading skill, the difference was not statistically
significant
Ray (60) compared the effectiveness of two methods

of teaching the sight-singing of pitch patterns.

Twenty

members of a first semester class in music theory were

equated and paired groups were formed.

The experimental

group received tachistoscopic drill in the rapid recognition
of pitch patterns of increasing length.

These pitch

patterns were considered from the standpoint of distance

between tones rather than as members of a particular tonal
center.

The control group were presented patterns which

emphasized tonality.
dittoed sheet.

They read these patterns from a

The patterns were sung by the group with

numbers, letters, and with a neutral syllable.

Both

groups emphasized step and half step relationships.

Each group participated in

a total of

IJ4

drill in sight- singing over a ten week period.

.

hours of
At the

conclusion of the experiment, the students received the

posttest administration of the individual sight- singing
test designed by the investigator.

The scores were

analyzed to determine improvement gains.
The test results showed that both groups had made

significant gains during the period of treatment.
was concluded, however, that:

(a)

It

no difference between

the two methods of training was established;

(b)

visual

complexity and musical complexity were found to be
independent, but sometimes conflicting elements in the

reading process;

(c)

emphasis on step and half step

relationships was found to be an efficient approach to
the teaching of sight- singing of pitch patterns;

(d)

re-

tention was a factor in the recognition and performance
of pitch patterns at short exposure.
In a related experiment,

the influence of interval quale

Buttram

(9)

investigated

(singular impression of

4-3

two tones) pitch distance, tonal context, and relative

distinctiveness (interval presented melodically) on the
identification of harmonically presented intervals.
A sample of 2 74-9 freshman and sophomore theory students

from

colleges were required to make identifications

4.6

under different conditions designed to assess the influence of the four factors.
The procedures used for all presentations were as

follows:

(a)

In the control version, the intervals were

presented successively with six seconds between presentations.

(b)

The quale version differed only in that a

period of two seconds was allowed for the response.
(c)

In the pitch version,

instructions were given to

sing mentally the two tones before making the identification.

(d)

In the context version, a tonal center was

established before presentation of each interval.

In

the relative distinctiveness version, the intervals were

presented melodically.
An analysis of test results showed that the mean

accuracy of interval identification was for control 12.2,
quale 7.5* pitch distance 12.7, tonal context 13.2,

and relative distinctiveness

l4-*3«

Unlike the Ray results,

Buttram found tonal context to be a more effective means
of interval identification than pitch distance.

could be the result of using a larger sample.

This

Performance
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accuracy was highest in relative distinctiveness (intervals

presented melodically)

.

Buttram attributes this to the

fact that intervals presented melodically are simply

easier to identify than intervals presented harmonically.
On the basis of these results all null hypotheses were

rejected.

Buttram concluded that all four factors

(interval quale, pitch distance, tonal context, and relative

distinctiveness) influence identification and that the
intervals do not appear to possess distinctiveness which

will allow sequencing that may typify any situation.
The latter conclusion,

stating no specific order of interval

presentation was apparent, supports the earlier findings
of Jeffries

(

28 ) and is reconfirmed in the later research

of Richardson
a

(

62 ).

In addition to the evidence supporting

random order of interval presentation, the Buttram re-

search is especially significant at this point because
it attests to the value of tonality as a frame of reference

for the aural identification of intervals.

Marquis

(

44

)

studied the interval problems that

occurred in the sight- singing of melodies and isolated
intervals with respect to effects of context:

harmony, and tonality.

scale,

Fifty- two freshmen in the

Fundamentals of Music class at the University of Iowa
were tested by two criterion tests.
(a)

These tests were:

an Isolated Intervals Sight-Singing Test, which

kS

comprised 12 intervals from the minor second to the perfect
octave in ascending and descending direction;

(b)

a

Melodic

Sight- Singing Test containing 220 of the same kinds of

intervals found in the Isolated Intervals Test.

Performance

was assessed by comparing percentages of error between like
interval items with the Melodic Sight- Singing Test and

between like items between the Melodic Sight-Singing Test
and the Isolated Intervals Sight- Singing Test.
The results of the analyses led to these conclusions:
(a)

Music students are significantly affected in sight-

singing by differences in the contextual setting of intervals.

(b)

Either ability or inability to sing an isolated

interval does not directly affect the singing of that
interval in a melody.

(c)

Ability to perceive the basic

quality of intervals in melodic sight- singing is of less
importance than is the ability to perceive scalar,

harmonic, and tonal changes across or surrounding intervals.
The latter conclusion is in accordance with the findings

of Ortmann (£1) and lends support to the pattern method
of presenting tones within a tonality employed in the

present study.
Instructional Techniques and Materials
Noble

(£0)

investigated the value of

a

concept approach

the
in teaching beginning fifth-grade band students during
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first 12 weeks of their instruction.

Eighteen randomly

selected schools, from Montana, Colorado, and Wyoming com-

posed the sample.

In classes of 18 pupils,

the nine

control classes and nine experimental classes met for
two 50- minute periods per week.

All schools used the

Fred Weber First Division Band Course

Book 1.

.

The only

variation in treatment was the introduction of seven
basic concepts taught during the experimental period.
The concepts were:

duction,
ships,

(c)

(e)

(a)

physical design,

ideal tone quality,

correct note length,

(d)
(f)

(b)

tone pro-

intervallic relationrhythm, and

(g)

phrase.

The conceptual orientation was introduced prior to the

actual constituent learning experience.

Following the instructional period, the students
were evaluated on the Watkins- Farnum Performance Scale
and the Colwell Elementary Music Achievement Test

.

An

analysis of the data indicated that the concept approach
for teaching beginning band students was

(a)

superior to

traditional methods for teaching students to perform on
woodwinds, upper brass and drums,

(b)

especially effective

in teaching students with high or average music ability

and students with low or average I.Q.'s,

(c)

as effective

as traditional teaching methods for developing aural-

discriminating skills,
and girls, and

(e)

(d)

equally effective with boys

superior to present teaching methods

in developing performance skills for all students.

A weakness. of Noble's study exists in the reporting.
Wb.il©

it is understood that the basic concepts were

taught before any specifics related to the concept, the

techniques used to teach the concepts remain unclear.
Since musical concepts are aural concepts, it is assumed

that the student received aural training prior to

manipulating the instrument and that both preceded score
reading.

If this is true,

the fact that the experimental

group made significant gains in sight-reading over the
gains made by the control group affirms that training the

ear is an effective means of developing music reading
skill.

Sperti (66) investigated the applicability of three

concepts associated with the Suzuki Method in teaching
the clarinet.

They included rote teaching, assignment

of the parent to a supervisory role during the home study
of the child, and implementation of a comprehensive

listening program as an integral part of the child’s

learning experience.

The sample consisted of 27 matched

pairs of fourth-grade students, who were matched on the
basis of their scores on the Seashore Measures of Musical

Talent

.

Experimental students received training emphasizing

the three Suzuki concepts, while the control students

received instruction based upon present widely accepted
practices of teaching the clarinet.

At the termination of 32 weeks of instruction, the

subjects were administered the Watkins-Farnum Performance
Scale and the Performance Evaluation Scale designed by
the investigator to measure subjective elements of per-

formance

(tone quality, technique, and interpretation).

The results of these tests showed that the achievement

of the students using an adaptation of the Suzuki tech-

niques was significantly superior to present accepted

methods of teaching the clarinet.

Sperti concluded that

postponement of score reading through rote teaching can
result in superior achievement in performance skills and
in an acceleration of progress when score reading is

introduced
This study was of some interest for two reasons:

First, it showed that it is possible to diminish emphasis
on the mechanics of playing an instrument during the

reading experience.

Sperti chose to accomplish this

through a 16-week rote experience prior to the actual
reading experience.
value.

Second, the rote approach had other

Through it the student developed a mental image

of musical sounds before he was exposed to notation.

This learning sequence is important if the student is
to realize that musical symbols represent sounds.

The

weakness of the rote approach, however, often lies in
act.
not being aware of the musical meaning behind the

Robison

(

63 ) measured the efficacy of music composition

as a teaching technique for developing musical skills and

interest with beginning fifth-grade wind instrumental
students.

Sixty students were randomly assigned to an

experimental and a control group.

Each student received

one class lesson and one individual lesson per week for
34 weeks.

Both groups received identical treatment with

the exception that the experimental students wrote musical

compositions which they were required to perform.

The

purpose of the compositions was not particularly to learn

compositional techniques, but to reinforce musical concepts in a different setting.

During the final two weeks of the study, the students
were administered the Colwell Music Achievement Test and
the Watkins- Farnum Performance Scale

.

A covariance

analysis of pretest-posttest gains indicated that the

experimental group, employing the compositional technique,
was significantly superior to the control group on all
total test scores.

When a student uses the tones and rhythms he has
learned to write an original composition, he is exposing

himself to much more than the realization that
placed on a line or in a space represents
sound.

a

a note

definite

ready
As he progresses and his ear matures, he is

patterns
to explore different combinations of sound
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created by moving stepwise, skipping or repeating tones-changing the direction and shape of the melodic line.
Regardless of the degree of sophistication of the
writer, the process of thinking sounds, translating
those thoughts into notation, and through performance

back into sound, strengthens the student’s ability to

hear what is seen in notation.

Robison furnishes clear

evidence that emphasis placed on obtaining meaning from
the musical symbols through composition is superior to

merely a knowledge of musical symbols in producing
effective music readers.
Williams

(

77 ) sought to derive a learning sequence

for beginning clarinetists based on the musical and

manipulative difficulties encountered in the literature
for junior high school bands.

He identified 71 of the

most common rhythm patterns and ascertained the frequency
of various articulations.

Tonally and technically, it was

determined that, in order to read the junior high school
band literature, the clarinetist is required to:
all chromatic fingerings from

fingerings;

(b)

(a)

use

to G^, including enharmonic

utilize the technique of keeping the right

hand down on passages which cross over the break and the
alternate use of the little fingers; and

(c)

use the side,

L

chromatic, and fork fingerings for

chromatic fingerings for

A'

By

an>
the side and

the chromatic

B-^

-

^
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fingerings, the chromatic

fingering, and a number of

special trill fingerings.
A function of instructional methods for
wind

instruments is to teach students to read music.

It

is of

importance, in organizing reading materials for
beginning
readers, to know the difficulty of the music that
the

student will eventually be reading.

William’s learning

sequence for beginning clarinetists was therefore helpful
in determining certain aspects of notation to be included
in the clarinet material used in this study.

The purpose of Lacey’s

(38)

study was to develop

material for the teaching of the trumpet, which would
provide a sequential progression in tone and rhythm for
children learning to play through group instruction, and
to evaluate that material.

Students were randomly assigned

to an experimental group and a control group.

The students

in the experimental group used Lacey's special trumpet

material.

Both groups had a once-weekly, 30- minute group

lesson for a period of 32 weeks.
The students were tested on their ability to play

"America" and to sight-read material constructed by the

Investigator.

Test data were collected on 38 experimental

and 57 control students from the fourth-, fifth- and sixthf

grade.

Conclusions drawn from the data were:

(a)

A low

but positive relationship was found between intelligence
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and the factors tested by the Kwalwasser-Dykema Mus ic

Altitu de Test , chronological age and music aptitude, and
between intelligence and the sight-reading test.
(b)

There was no significant difference between the

material and procedures designed for the study and those
methods and materials currently in use.
There is some question a3 to whether or not Lacey's

special trumpet material was, in fact, different from
the unidentified methods (traditional approach) used by
the control group.

If it can be assumed, however, that

the control methods had the same weaknesses and that

Lacey's material offered an alternative approach, then
several implications of the study are possible.

First,

slower moving material does not in itself lead to more

effective music reading, when the student must learn to

play and read simultaneously.

This procedure often yields

to the nature of the instrument which tends to restrict

attention to individual notes and is in opposition to the

development of good reading habits.

Second, longer ex-

posure to the various tones and rhythms does not improve

reading skills when the tones and rhythms represent only

pitch and duration.

Third, instrumental books which do

not organize the reading material into meaningful patterns
are not likely to raise the beginning reader's level of

comprehension
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Summary
The following conclusions emerge from the studies

reported in this chapter.

They provide supportive evidence

of the validity of the original reading material and to
the efficacy of a program of instruction emphasizing

tonality and utilizing syllables to define musical patterns
as a means of developing musically literate individuals.

Studies Employing

Tonal Patterns

A basic list of tonal configurations was identified

and compiled by Smiley.

The frequency of the most common

tonal patterns in Smiley's basic list was confirmed by
Petzold.
A3 a result of this same research, Petzold found

neither sex nor years of instrumental training to be
factor in music reading competence.

a

He disclosed that,

gifted children learned to read at a rate three or four
times faster than average children.

His data also showed

that prior practice on learning tonal configurations was

helpful in learning the related song.

Petzold partially

attributed difficulty in reading music to an improper
aural understanding of the musical symbols and an in-

adequate comprehension of musical symbols.

Klemish discovered that exposure to a form of pseudonot a
notation prior to reading conventional notation was

particularly useful technique in teaching young children
to read music.
s i x “y ea-r-olds

patterns.

She was able to establish, however, that

could successfully learn a series of tonal

In a later tonal pattern study, Richardson

found that learning a vocabulary of tonal patterns was
not significantly affected by the order of tonal pattern

presentation, a fact of considerable importance in the
area of music reading instruction.
The tachistoscope was found to be an effective

technique for reinforcing tonal patterns that had been

previously learned in songs.

Both Hammer and DiFronzo

found the technique to be significantly more effective
than present conventional techniques in sight- singing

and sight- playing instruction.

On the other hand, Ray,

Barnes, and Stokes were less successful in using the

tachistoscope as a technique for improving melodic
sight- singing.

Stokes found that although the span of

recognition was improved, there was little evidence of
a

transfer effect in reading music.

Barnes disclosed

that the tachistoscope was effective in improving the
s

ight- singing of intervals, but less effective in improving

skill in the sight- singing of melodies.

studies Investigating the Relationship~ of Specific
Factors to Music Reading
public
Investigating auditory-visual achievement of
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school students receiving vocal and instrumental training,

Colwell found no significant effect as a result of an

additional year’s training in music.

This corroborates

the earlier finding of Petzold and the later results of

Jones.

Amount of practice was not a significant factor in

auditory- visual achievement.

Lack of progress, Colwell

thought, was due to the emphasis on rote learning with

little attention paid to the meaning of notational symbols
in musical terms.

Other data established a positive

relationship between intelligence and musical achievement,
thus confirming the findings of King, Luce, and Young (82).
In a study

designed to examine the auditory per-

ception of musical sounds by children, Petzold found no

significant difference between boys and girls.

However,

musical training and extra musical experiences were significant factors in the development of auditory perception.
In a later study investigating the sight-reading and ear-

playing ability of instrumental students. Luce revealed
^

evidence of a close relationship between the ability to

hear musical examples and achievement in instrumental
sight-reading.

McGarry disclosed that vocalization on letter names,

rhythm patterns and articulation patterns was not an
effective procedure for developing sight-reading skill

with average and above average instrumental students at

I
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the junior high school level.

Bolden found the use of

syllables/letters not significantly more effective than
the use of the piano keyboard or the recorder in

developing sight-reading skill with elementary education
majors.

Since both the McGarry and Bolden study dealt

with older students, age might have been

a

factor

affecting the results.

According to Ray, emphasis on step and half step
relationships was found to be an efficient approach to
the teaching of sight- singing of pitch patterns.

Buttram

discovered that interval quale, pitch distance, tonal
context, and relative distinctiveness influence interval

identification.

Because intervals do not appear to possess

distinctiveness, Buttram inferred that there was no basis
for sequencing their presentation.

Other results showed

that harmonic intervals were most efficiently identified

when a tonal center was first established, and that intervals presented in a melodic context were judged easy to

identify.

To conclude, Marquis considered the ability to

perceive the basic quality of intervals in melodic sightsinging to be less important than the ability to perceive
scalar, harmonic, and tonal changes across or surrounding

intervals

Instructional Techniques and Materials
Some researchers have explored various instructional
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techniques thought to advance sight-reading skill.

Noble

found the use of concept training to be a useful technique
in developing elementary band sight-reading skill.

Adaptations of certain Suzuki concepts were employed
successfully by Sperti with beginning clarinetists, while
the compositional approach was effectively used by Robison

with beginning wind instrumentalists.

All of these

approaches appear to require some type of aural experience
in order to clarify the meaning of notation.

Other researchers have designed special reading

material or suggested outlines for future method books.
Williams identified a learning sequence for beginning
clarinetists based on junior high school band literature.
Special material was designed and evaluated by Lacey.

He

found that his special reading material which was organized
at a slower pace than present existing material was of
no benefit to the sight-reading skills of trumpeters.

While Lacey's reading material was original, his teaching

techniques were traditional as compared to those of Noble,
Sperti, and Robison.

The techniques utilized by Lacey

focused on knowledge of notation and performance skills.
In sharp contrast is the Kodaly (37*25) philosophy of

teaching music reading which stresses the simultaneous
development of the child's ear, intellect, heart, and hands.
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CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
Included in a discussion of methodology are descrip-

tions of the selection of subjects, the selection of
teachers, the construction of the instructional and practice materials, the procedures, controls, criterion tests

employed, and the administration of tests.

Selection of Students
The experiment was conducted in the public school

system of Bay Shore, New York, during the 1970-71 school
year.

This metropolitan suburb was selected for three

reasons:

(a)

it has an established music program recog-

nized throughout the state both in vocal and instrumental
performance;

(b)

the community has a favorable attitude

toward music programs in general, as witnessed by the
support of a community orchestra and a summer band; and
(c)

because the administration was willing to allow and

give the assistance necessary to insure the satisfactory

completion of the study.
In Bay Shore,

instrumental instruction begins in

the fourth-grade; consequently, 10-year-olds were the

subjects for comparison.

To insure that each volunteer
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was physically capable of playing a wind instrument and

would therefore be able to make satisfactory progress,
his health record and his dental formation were inspected.
The health records provided a description of each student's

vision, hearing, respiration, and dentistry.

A personal

inspection of each student's dental formation was made.
A student was declared to have an acceptable dental forma-

tion for his instrument, if he had none of the dental problems described by Porter (59).

Students were eliminated

from the study for any of the physical defects mentioned
and any others that would, in any way, impede reading

achievement.

Approximately 90 children were judged

physically able to participate.

Each student volunteered to play a wind instrument for
the period of one year.

No student had had previous instru-

mental training on the instrument he chose to play, nor
was this instrument to be a second instrument.

All stu-

dents agreed not to take private instrumental lessons for
one year.

Each student was given an initial trial period

of six weeks.

Following this period, those having diffi-

culty in producing a sound on their instrument were elimi-

nated from the study.

The total sample was reduced to 85

students, who, according to school records, came from pre-

dominantly middle class homes.
The students belonged to three of the four elementary
schools in the community.

These schools were chosen be-

cause each school had an elementary school band.

One of
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them. South Country School, was selected at random to con-

duct the experimental program.

The remaining two formed

the control schools, Brook Avenue and Mary G. Clarkson

School.

The experimental group consisted of 43 students,

25 boys and 18 girls.

The mean age was 10. l£ years.

the control group, there were

girls.

l\2

In

students, 24 boys and 18

Their mean age was 10. 07 years.

Table 3 gives

the number and type of instruments within each group.

TABLE

3

INSTRUMENTATION

June

September

Experimental Control

Experimental

Control

10

8

9

7

Korn

4

2

4

1

Baritone

1

0

1

0

Trombone

5

7

5

6

Clarinet

15

11

13

10

Flute

7

10

7

8

Saxophone

1

4

0

3

43

42

39

35

Trumpet /Cornet

.
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During the testing period in June, the attendance

record for the experimental group showed that two
students
were absent and two had discontinued taking lessons. Of
the two students, who had discontinued, one was of high

and the other of low musical ability.

All students were

present for the testing in the control group.

However,

seven students had previously discontinued lessons.

Of

these students, four were of low musical ability.

Selection of Teachers
Several instrumental music teachers from the community

expressed an interest in participating in the project.
Three teachers were selected based on the equivalency of

their ratings on the following criteria:

(a)

the dif-

ficulty of the music played by their fourth-grade bands
at their Spring Concerts over a five-year span;

(b)

the

number of fourth- graders who began instrumental instruction in September and discontinued by June of that year,

covering the last five years; and

(c)

the socres obtained

on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI)

Spring programs, given during the past five years,

were obtained.

Each composition played was checked for

the number of different keys, rhythm patterns, articula-

tions, changes of tempo, variations in dynamics, and

special signs, such as accidentals and fermatas.

While

the analysis of the music did not attest to the quality
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of performance, it did indicate the complexity of notation

presented to the student as a goal of performance by the
individual teacher.
Due to the size of the sample, it was thought unwise
to select any teacher to participate whose record showed
a student

mortality rate of greater than 5 percent.

More-

over, it was considered necessary to identify those teachers

who were able to produce a reasonable degree of performance
skill within one year.

Teacher competence, in the subject matter and in
ability to create the kind of atmosphere where children
can both learn and enjoy the learning process, was an
important factor to be considered.
to measure teacher- pupil rapport.

The MTAI is designed

Other predictive uses

of the MTAI were investigated by Standlee and Popham

(

67 ).

They found that it could also be used as a measure of

overall teaching effectiveness.

Exploring this question

further, Popham and Trimble (58) tested the hypothesis

that the MTAI discriminates between public school teachers

judged to be "superior" and "inferior" in terms of general

competence.

He concluded that the MTAI measures not only

the social atmosphere a teacher will maintain in the

classroom, but also serves as an indication of a teacher’s

general competence.
The MTAI was administered to the music teachers.

See
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Appendix B for

a test

description.

The teachers selected

to participate in this study scored higher than
90 percent

of the reference group, nonacademics with five years
training.

Their scores were considered to be in the

"superior" teacher category.

Instructional and Practice Materials
The material developed for this study was used in a

pilot study (see Appendix A), where it was revised and
later sent to specialists on each instrument throughout
the country for their comments.

In cases where the re-

viewers vrere in agreement, or where the investigator
thought the point made was valid, the material was revised.
A total of 2£ lessons was prepared.

This number was

determined by the amount of progress the children made
in the pilot study, where 18 lessons of l|5-minutes each

were given under close to ideal conditions.

However,

the completion of 1 $ lessons by all children was thought

adequate for the purposes of this study.
The lesson material*" presented tones and rhythms in

special material developed for this study will
and Playing Musical Patterns by the ConReading
appear as
Elizabethtown, Pa., in 1973* The
Inc.,
tinental Press,
clarinet,
are included in this series:
instruments
following
baritone,
trombone,
horn,
trumpet,
sax,
bassoon,
flute, oboe,
and tuba.
"'''The
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isolated patterns prior to introducing them in the context
of a musical composition.

Each song contained only the

tonal pattern (s) to be learned or that had been learned.
Ten tonal patterns were identified to be learned in

ascending and descending order.

The tonal patterns chosen

were selected because of their frequency of occurrence
in the musical literature of elementary school children
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:

(

)

and because they describe the tendency of all

tones within the scale structure.

Included were:

SO

MI, SO MI DO, SO LA SO, MI RE DO, SO DO, SO FA MI, SO FA

MI RE DO, DO LA SO, DO TI DO, and SO LA TI DO.
Previous research dealing with the effects of the

order in which melodic intervals were introduced on
aural recognition showed the same intervals to be troublesome regardless of their order of presentation (28)

Similarly, Richardson (62) found that a structured sequence

did not significantly influence learning a selected tonal

vocabulary.

On the basis of these results, the order of

tonal pattern presentation in the present study was largely

determined by the physical characteristics of the instrument.
In the pilot study,

it was observed that certain tonal

patterns were more difficult than others to play on some
instruments at a particular stage in development.

difficulty was identified as:

(a)

This

a fingering problem,

requiring greater finger strength or better balance of the
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instrument;

(b)

an embouchure problem, where a certain

pitch was too demanding on an undeveloped embouchure;
and

(c)

a tonguing problem,

which resulted because of

uncertain tonal placement or because of the difficulty
in tonguing on certain instruments.

Since it was the purpose of the reading material to

present tonal relationships within

a key,

the Tonic Sol-

fa system based on movable DO was determined to be the

best system to use.

Hand signals were employed with this

system to emphasize the tendential effect of tones and
to illustrate the distance between them.

The tonal

patterns were taught in four keys to make possible the

realization that constant relationships are possible

within different keys.
Procedures
In September,

1970,

the Musical Aptitude Profile

(MAP) and the Student Attitude Questionnaire

(SAQ) were

administered to 90 students from three culturally

heterogeneous schools in Bay Shore, New York.

Intel-

ligence scores were obtained from the school records.''"

During the school year, each student received one 30-minute

homogeneous group lesson each week.

Class size was limited

Lorge Thorndike Test, December 2, 1969.
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to six students.

Both the experimental and the control

groups covered the same pitches, rhythms, meters, keys,
tempos, dynamics, and special signs.

The only variation

in treatment was in the method of introducing pitches.

The experimental group learned to read tones in

patterns, which contained two to five tones taught as
single units.

The ten tonal patterns and the new tones

introduced within the tonal pattern were presented in
three stages:
Stage 1:

Aural Presentation of A Tonal Pattern
The students heard a tonal pattern sung with

syllables
They sang it with syllables and used hand signals.
The students heard the tonal pattern sung with
letter names.
They sang it with letter names.

The students heard the tonal pattern played.
The students saw the fingerings demonstrated.
They practiced silently fingering the tones
while singing the letter names.
They played the tonal pattern.

Stage 2

:

Visual Presentation of the Isolated Tonal Pattern
The students read the tonal pattern as it was

again sung with syllables.
They read and sang it with syllables.
The students read the tonal pattern as it was
sung with letter names.
They read and sang it with letter names.
The students read and silently fingered the tones
as the tonal pattern was being played.
They read and played the tonal pattern.
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Stage 3:

Aural- Visual Presentation of the Tonal Pattern
Within' A Melodic Phrase
The students heard the melodic rhythm chanted.
They chanted it with rhythm syllables.

The students heard and read the melodic rhythm.
The students read and chanted the melodic rhythm.
The students sang the melody with tonal syllables.
The students sang the melody with letter names
while silently fingering the tones.

They read and played the melody.

Rhythm was presented aurally phrase-wise.

The student

always responded to either the aural or visual presentation
of melodic rhythm by chanting the phrase.

Durational

values were taught by calling attention to the number of

very subtle pulses given to a particular rhythm syllable.
They were treated as incidental to rhythm syllables.

Ability to read melodic rhythm notation by sensing phrase
rhythm was the emphasis of the exercise
The control group used a standard group method book
(3^)

and proceeded in the manner dictated by the book.

New material is presented, in this book, at the top of
each page.

There a new pitch may be found with its letter

name and fingering.

The new pitch is usually one that is

necessary to learn in order to play one of the tunes on
the same page.

No effort is made to demonstrate the

significance of the new pitch beyond that of

letter name. and a fingering.

a sound,

Learning the new note

a
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simply makes it possible to play a song or, with its
addition, to complete a scale.
Rhythm, like pitch, is treated not as a pattern but
as a separate entity.

For example, a d is taught as

a

quarter note which has the durational value of one beat
in 4 meter.

At this point the control treatment differed

k
from the more traditional instruction by associating the

quarter note with the rhythm syllable name of "TA."

In

this manner, individual notes were presented and memorized.
The procedure used by the control group was one of teaching

the details of notation and not their musical meaning.
A 3 was the case with the experimental group,

completion of

1

the experiment.

the

lessons was considered sufficient for
No student, however, was restricted to

this number.

Controls
To eliminate the factor of the voice in the study,

the control group sang with letter names and used hand

signals.

The hand signal used was that of a flat hand

merely to designate pitch distance.

In Table

1+

a

summary

of the approach and activities used by both the experi-

mental and control groups is given.

To reduce the possibility

of the experimental method being more organized and in-

tensified than the control method, the lessons of both
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TABLE

I

4.

METHODS OF TEACHING MUSIC READING

Elements

Melody

Approach

Experimental Group

Control Group *

Tonal Patterns

Individual Pitche s

New Tonal Aural approach withPresentain a tonal pattern
tion
Visual approach of
an isolated tonal
pattern

Activities

3

Aural-visual approach
of an isolated pitch

Aural- visual
approach of a
tonal pattern
within a melody

Aural- visual approach
of the pitch within
a melody

Singing:

Singing

Letter names

Letter names

Tonal
syllables

Neutral syllable

The Curwen Hand

Flat hand signal

Signals

Rhythm

Approach

Rhythm Patterns

Individual Notes

Activities

Chanting

Chanting

Counting
Clapping

a Reading and playing musical patterns.

^Breeze Easy

(35>)»
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groups were organized around four activities.

Each activity

was based on one musical example of eight measures in
length.

The activities included:

review of a prepared melody;

(b)

(a)

five minutes of

ten minutes of tonal

singing and/or rhythmic training based on new material
or on a phrase taken from a previous lesson;

minutes of instrumental sight-reading; and

five

(c)

ten minutes

(d)

to assign three melodies, clarify points of instruction,

and conclude by playing a second prepared melody.
Description of Tests
Several tests were used to assess the aptitude,

achievement, and attitude levels of the students in the
The aptitude tests consisted of the Lorge

study.

Thorndike Intelligence Test and the Musical Aptitude
Profile

.

The tests of musical achievement included

the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale

Music Achievement Test

,

Test 2.

,

Form A, and the

A measure of student

attitude was obtained through the Student Attitude
Questionnaire constructed by the investigator (see
A description of the Musical Aptitude

Appendix

B)

Profile

the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale

.

Music Achievement Test follows.

,

and the
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Musical Aptitude Profile
Three basic musical factors are measured by the

Musical Aptitude Profile

:

Tonal Imagery (Part

Part II, Harmony); Rhythm Imagery (Part

Meter); and Musical Sensitivity (Part
Ealance

;

Part III, Style).

I,

I,

I,

Melody;

Tempo; Part II,

Phrasing; Part II,

Each test item consists of a

musical statement followed by a musical answer of equal
length.

The subject is asked to compare the answer which

has been altered to that of the statement and indicate

whether it is the same or different.
In Part I, Melody, the subject must decide whether

the answer which has tones added to it would be the same

or different from the statement once the added tones were

removed.

Each melody is played on the violin.

In Part II,

Harmony, tones are added to the harmony line of the answer.
The subject must in-

The melody line remains unchanged.

dicate whether the harmony line of the answer is the
same or different from the harmony line of the statement
if the added tones were removed.

The melody is played on

the violin and the harmony line is played on the cello.

Each part of Tonal Imagery contains
Rhythm Imagery, Part
violin.

I

I4.O

items.

and II, is played on the

In Part I, Tempo, the statement is kept constant

while the tempo of the answer may accelerate, retard, or
remain constant.

The subject must judge whether the tempo
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of the answer is the same or different from the statement.
In Part

II, Meter,

the subject indicates whether the answer

is like the statement or different from it with regard to

the placement of accents.

Test contains

LpO

Each part of the Rhythm Imagery

items.

Musical Sensitivity Tests are tests of musical
preference.

The subject is asked to indicate which of two

performances of the same excerpt sounds better.
Part

I,

is played on the violin and cello.

Phrasing,

Balance,

Part II, and Style, Part III, are played on the violin.
In Part I phrasing and expression are varied.

In Part II

the endings of the answer are melodically and rhythmically

different from the statement.

In Part III the answer

differs from the statement primarily with respect to tempo.

Each subtest contains 30 items.
The author claims a reliability coefficient of .93

for all tests for musically select fourth-grade groups
and construct validity coefficients ranging from
to

.91+

.

6Ip

with a median of .79 for performance groups.

Test reliability was estimated by the split-half method

and estimates of the reliability of the scores based on
the full length test were made through the use of the
Speo.rman- Brown formula

Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale
of
The Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale is a test
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performance for band instruments.

The test contains Ik

exercises in which errors of performance include:

pitch,

time, change of time, expression, slurs, rests, holds,

pauses and repeats.

The measure is the unit.

The sub-

ject's final score is the total number of measures played

correctly.

Two exercises played without scoring is the

point at which the test is concluded.

Reliability coefficients of equivalence vary from
.87 to

.914-

for students in grades seven through twelve.

Coefficients of validity vary from .68 to .87 between
the test scores and teachers' ratings of student per-

formance

.

Elementary Music Achievement Test
Exercises for Test

2 are

recorded on the piano.

The

test contains 72 items and is composed of three parts:
Part

Major-Minor Mode Discrimination; part

I,

II,

Feeling

for Tonal Center; and Part III, Auditory-Visual Discrimination.

In Part

I,

Subtest A (Chords) the subject must

indicate whether a pair of chords are major or minor in
quality.

Subtest B (Phrases) requires that the subject

indicate whether a phrase is major, minor or changes mode.
In Part II,

Subtest A (Cadences), the subject is

asked to decide whether the first, second, third, or
none of the tones following a cadence is the keynote.

714-

Subtest B (Phrases) differs from Subtest A in that

a

musical

phrase is used in place of a cadence.
Part III, Subtest A (Pitch) the subject indicates

which measures, if any, differed in pitch from the notation.
Subtest B (Rhythm) the subject is asked to identify those
measures, if any, which differed in rhythm from the

notation
Test 2 has a reliability of .918 as estimated by the

Kuder- Richardson 21.

The test content is based upon the

objectives of the elementary music program identified by
six leading music series.

They include books (grades

three to five) of Allyn & Bacon, American Book Company,

Follett Educational Corporation, Ginn and Company, Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, Inc., Prentice-Hall Inc., Silver

Burdett Company, and Summy- Birchard Company.

Although the

author maintains that content validity is inherent, he
includes validity coefficients between the test scores

and teachers' ratings of achievement.

Correlations with

scores were .92.

Administration of Tests
The criterion tests were administered by the in-

vestigator during the final two weeks of the experiment.
The procedures followed for administering and scoring the

Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale, Form

A,

and the Music
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Achievement Test

,

Test 2, were those recommended in the test

booklets by their respective authors.

All tests were

scored twice, once by the teacher and once by the in-

vestigator.

In cases

where there were discrepancies in

the total score, the tests were rescored.
The instructions as printed in the Student Attitude

Questionnaire were read by the investigator.

Three examples

were completed to familiarize the students with the
semantic differential format (see Appendix

B)

.

The

scoring was done by the teacher and the investigator.
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CHAPTER

IV

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS
In order to examine the questions raised in this

study, scores on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale

,

Form A, the Music Achievement Test , Test 2, and the Student
Attitude Questionnaire were analyzed for possible differFor the purposes of data analyses, students were

ences.

classified by treatment group, experimental or control;
instrument, brass or woodwind; sex, male or female; and
level of musical aptitude, high or low.

The groups were

split into high musical aptitude, a percentile rank of
^ 0 or greater,

and low musical aptitude, a percentile

rank of less than £0, based upon the national median
score for fourth-grade students on the Musical Aptitude

Profile

.

Because the selected background variables, intelligence and musical aptitude, have been found to be

related to music reading achievement

(

20 63
:

;

3 4;

k2

>

the strength
82), these variables were examined to assess

of their relationship to each of the criterion tests.

Initially the analyses reported in the next section were
done using the analysis of covariance with intelligence

scores and musical aptitude scores as the covariates.

It
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may be noted, however, that both groups were almost equivalent

with respect to intelligence and musical aptitude scores."
Hence,

it was not surprising that an analysis of variance

on the test scores resulted in similar findings.

For this

reason, and since the analysis of variance is somewhat

better known as

statistical technique, it was used in

a

the data analyses reported in this study.

Results

Posttest mean scores by treatment, instrument, sex,
and musical aptitude on the Watkins-Farnum Performance

Scale and the Music Achievement Test are shown in Table 5

and Table 6, respectively.

An analysis of variance was performed twice on both
''"'
and the Music
the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale

Achievement Te s

.

**

In the first analysis, Design 1,

there were two levels of treatment, instrument, and

musical aptitude.

The second analysis. Design 2, con-

tained two levels of treatment, sex, and musical aptitude.

experimental mean intelligence quotient was
114.81 with a standard deviation of 10.35* The control
mean intelligence quotient was III4..38 with a standard
deviation of 10.66.
The experimental mean musical aptitude score was
The control mean
46 11 with a standard deviation of 5-76.
deviation
standard
with
a
was
score
46.74
musical aptitude
of 6.11.
’''"The

.

'"‘Significance level:

.05*
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TABLE 5

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES ON THE
WATKINS- FARNUM PERFORMANCE SCALE

Experimental Group
Level

N

M

SD

Control Group

M

N

SD

Treatment

39

38.73

2.03

35

25-95

2.30

Brass Instruments

17

39.31

3.21

16

26.76

3.57

Woodwind Instruments

22

38.16

2.37

19

25.15

2.62

Boys

20

4-0-3U-

3.21

22

28.1+0

2.92

Girls

19

38.32

2.^8

13

23.86

3.27

High Aptitude

28

41-32

2.03

27

35.68

2.07

Low Aptitude

11

36.15

3.52

8

16.23

1+.12
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TABLE

6

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES ON THE
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST

Experimental Group
Level

N

M

i

Control Group

SD

N

M

SD

Treatment

39

33.60

1.53

35

28.35

1.74

Brass Instruments

17

32.38

2.42

16

26.54

2.69

Woodwind Instruments

22

34.81

1.79

19

30.15

1.98

Boys

20

34-92

1.15

22

28.45

1.89

Girls

19

33.00

2.36

13

29.85

2.14

High Aptitude

28

4i.ll

1.53

27

29.22

1.56

Low Aptitude

11

26.08

2.65

8

27.48

3.H
1
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The second analysis, Design 2, contained two levels of

treatment, sex, and musical aptitude.
The analysis of variance. Design 1, of posttcst

total scores on the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale is

reported in Table

7«

The test of significant differences

between the criterion means revealed
ment effect (F = 18.76, pc.001).

a

significant treat-

An examination of

Table £ shows that the tonal pattern students receiving
the experimental treatment scored 13 points higher than

did the note- identification students receiving the control

treatment
No significant effect was found for instrument nor

for the interaction of treatment and instrument.

Table 5

indicates that although brass students, in both the

experimental and the control groups, performed better
than did woodwind students, the mean difference between

brass and woodwind students within each group was very
small (Experimental Xd = l.l£, Control Xd = 1.61).

performance skills involved in playing either
a

a

The

brass or

woodwind instrument did not appear to affect sight-

reading achievement.
Further analyses revealed the main effect of musical
aptitude

(F = li|.91,

p<.001) and the interaction of

musical aptitude and treatment
significant.

(F = £.81,

p <.0$)

to be

The greater variance of the control group
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TABLE

7

SUMMARY OP ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RESULTS ON THE
WATKINS- FARNUM PERFORMANCE SCALE
(Design 1)

Source of Variance

Treatment

df

MS

F Ratio
76*'""*

1

2169. 2£

18

1

21.89

<1

Musical Aptitude (MA)

1

172U-. 79

T X I

1

0.92

T X MA

1

672.ll

5. 81*

X MA

1

3714-.08

3.21+

67

115.65

Instrument

I

(T)

(I)

Error
“P <.05

.

1I+.91***

<1
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is

reflected in Table 5 by the 19 point difference in post-

test means between high (X = 35.68) and low musical

aptitude (X = 16.23) control students as contrasted with
a difference of only five points between high

(x = 1+1.32)

and low musical aptitude (X = 36.15) experimental
students.

On the basis of these results,

the experimental

treatment was more effective for all levels of musical
aptitude in developing sight-reading skills than was the

control treatment.
A second analysis of variance, Design 2, was per-

formed on the Watkins-Famum Performance Scale to test for

differences between boys and girls in terms of their

ability to sight-read music.
is presented in Table 8.

A summary of the analysis

It can be observed that neither

the main effect of sex (F = 1.09,

p>.05) nor the inter-

action of sex and treatment (F<1, p >.05) was statistically
significant.

Table 5 shows that boys in both groups per-

formed slightly better than did girls from the same groups;
however, the mean differences were small (Experimental
Xd = 2.02, Control Xd = 1+.54)

•

It would appear from these

results that it was equally as easy for boys as it was
for girls to achieve skill in sight-reading music.

finding corroborates an earlier finding of Petzold

This
(54-

;

3l7)

regarding the ability of boys and girls to read music.
The analysis of variance, Design 1, of posttest total
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TABLE

8

SUMMARY OP ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OF RESULTS ON THE
WATKINS- FARNUM PERFORMANCE SCALE
(Design 2)

Source of Variance

df

Treatment

1

2311.01

Sex (S)

1

135.12

Musical Aptitude (MA)

1

T X S

1

26.81

T X MA

1

644.93

S X MA

1

0.77

67

123.72

(T)

Error

“p

< 05
.

***p < .001

MS

IJ4.66

.

F Ratio

93

18 68 ***
.

I .09

86

1

.

< 1

5.21

<

1
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scores on the Music Achievement Test is given in Table

9

.

The results of the analyses indicate a significant treat-

ment effect

p<.05).

(F = 5*58,

In Table 6

that the experimental group scored five

,

it is noted

points higher

than the control students on this test of auditory- visual

Neither the main effect of instrument

discrimination.
(F = 1.60,

p >.05) nor the interaction of treatment and

instrument (F<

1,

p >.05) was significant.

Table 6 shows

that the experimental group scored a two point difference
in posttest means between woodwinds

(X = 34*81)

and brasses

as compared to a control difference of three

(X = 32.38)

points between the woodwinds (X = 30.15) and brasses
(x = 26.54)

•

Thus, type of instrument resulted in little

difference in the auditory- visual performance of the

experimental and control students.
It is further noted in Table 9 that the main effect

of musical aptitude

(F = 12.17,

p<.001) and the inter-

action of treatment and musical aptitude
were both significant.
significance.

(F = 8 . 86

,

p<.01)

No other interactions approached

An inspection of Table 6 suggests that the

two treatments were differentially effective with high
As shown in Table 6 ,

and low musical aptitude students.

in
the experimental group scored a 15 point difference

posttest means between high (X =
aptitude

(X =

26.08)

i

_l.ll)

4

an 8 T° w musical

students as contrasted with a
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TABLE

9

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RESULTS ON THE
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(Design 1)

Source of Variance

df

Treatment

1

366.19

5.58“

1

105.22

1.60

Musical Aptitude (MA)

1

789.89

T X I

1

5.99

T X MA

1

581.58

X MA

1

18347

67

65.67

(T)

Instrument

I

(I)

Error

*P < 05
.

“p

< .01

“p

<

'

.

001

MS

F Ratio

12.17***

<1
8.86'"”"'

2.79
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difference of two points between high (X = 29.22) and low

musical aptitude

(X =

27.48) control students.

These

results, on a test measuring an aural understanding of

musical symbols and requiring

a

written response, suggest

that a plateau has been reached with low musical aptitude
students.

However, on the test of instrumental sight-

reading (WFPS), a reverse effect was noted.

On this test,

the experimental treatment was effective with both high
(X = 4l»32)

and low (X = 36.15) musical aptitude students.

Failure to find a similar effect on the Music Achievement
Test may be partially attributed to the fact that the
type of music reading instruction employed in this study

did not provide enough training in listening and following
a
is

melodic sequence from left to right (phrase-wise).

It

reasonable to suspect that more of this type of training

might facilitate the performance of low musical aptitude
students on such a criterion as the Music Achievement
Test , which requires listening as well as left to right

scanning of notation.
The second analysis of variance, Design 2, was per-

formed on the Music Achievement Test
results is given in Table 10.

.

A summary of the

The analyses did not yield

either a significant sex effect (F<

1,

p>.05) or

a sig-

nificant interaction of treatment and sex (F<1, p>.05).
Table 6 shows very little difference in the posttest
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TABLE 10

SUMARY

OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RESULTS ON THE
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(Design 2)
.

Source of Variance

df

Treatment

1

275-90

Sex (S)

1

25.05

< 1

Musical Aptitude (MA)

1

633.58

9

T X S

1

0.00

<1

(T)

MS

T

X MA

1

699.92

S

X MA

1

125.82

67

66 .68

Error
*P <.05
w

,,

p <.001

F Ratio

4. lli*

.

50

—

10.50***

1.89
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means

(Xd = 1.92) between experimental boys

and girls

(X = 33.00)

means (Xd =
girls

(X =

1.0l_|.)

29 85 ).
.

(x = 34.92)

and little difference in posttest

between control boys (X = 28.45) and
There appears to be little difference

between boys and girl3 in terms of their ability to
identify musical sound and to match auditory sound with
the visual notation given.
The results of the attitude study of students in

both treatment groups before and after instruction are

reported in Tables 11 through 14.

The results were

somewhat disappointing in that Tables 11 and 12 reveal
that there were only slight differences between the pretest and posttest results for each group and between

groups on the 10 concepts.

In Tables 13 and

3-4,

are

reported the results of the pretest and posttest administration for both groups on each concept-scale pair,
but once again there were no clear trends in the data.

Consequently, statistical tests on differences were not

carried out.
An examination of the data showed that the attitude

scores of both groups on the Student Attitude Questionnaire

were negatively skewed.

The students tended to use more

positive evaluative qualifiers (Interesting, Pleasurable,
Useful, Important, Successful, Good, Easy) than negative

evaluative qualifiers (Boring, Painful, Useless, Unimportant,
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TABLE 11
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL CONCEPTS ON THE
PRETEST ADMINISTRATION OF THE STUDENT
ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

Experimental Group
H = 43

Concept

M

Control Group
N = 42

SD

M

SD

j

1.

Musical Instrument

2. Music Book

10.15

4.07

9.24

4.49

8.65

5.07

8.96

4-39

3.

Music Lesson

9.95

4. 81

9.64

3.94

4.

Band Teacher

10.60

4.06

10.58

3.25

5.

Singing

4-55

8.08

5.98

6.

Writing Music

6.30

6 .26

5.87

7.27

7.

Listening to Music

9.40

5.23

8.93

4.65

8.

Reading Music

8.33

6.48

8.04

s .32

9.

Practicing

8.83

5.97

8.89

4.37

Playing a Solo

7.25

6.38

7.40

5.89

84.00

39.91

83.53

32.63

10.

All Concepts

1

!

6.65
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TABLE 12

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL CONCEPTS ON THE
POSTTEST ADMINISTRATION OF THE STUDENT
ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept
1.

Musical Instrument

2. Music Book
3.

Music Lessons

4. Band Teacher
5.

Singing

6. Writing Music

Experimental Group

Control Group

N = 35

N = 32

M

SD

M

SD

1

10.97

3.28

11.72

2.80

9.71

4.56

10.25

5.59

11.14-3

2.76

11.44

3.32

12.86

1.83

12.63

1.93

6.40

8.47

5.31

9.60

8.11

6.18

7.97

7 . 1+2

7.

Listening to Music

10.06

3.61

10.91

5.36

8.

Reading Music

10.26

3.36

10.94

4. 18

9.

Practicing

10.31

4. 36

10.88

3.81

10.

Playing a Solo

8.91

5.96

11.75

4.20
i

All Concepts

99.03

32.61

101.30

28.71
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TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES
ON THE STUDENT ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
BY CONCEPT AND SCALE

Pretest n = 43

Concept

Scale

M

Posttest N = 35

M

SD

SD

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.24
1.36
1.39
1.76
1.49
1.49
2.03

o.5S
0.64
0.85
1.37
0.93
0.96
1.09

1.30
1.30
1.27
1.33
1-33
1.49
1.97

0.67
0.63
0.62
0.68
0.53
0.78
1.00

MUSIC BOOK

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.52
1.82
1.52
1.64
1.70
1.80
2.06

1.02
1.19
1.10
1.30
1.03
1.15
1.18

1.58
1-79
1.58
1.42
1.30
1.67
1.91

0.92
1.04
1.07
1.05
0.52
0.94

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.52
1.33
1.21
1.39
1.64
1.49
2.36

1.08
0.80
0.54

1.24
1.36

1

1.24
1.21
1.30
2.06

0.65
0.81
0.41
0.61
0.48
0.72
1.10

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.15
1.42
1.49
1.61
1.39
1.33
1.82

0.70
1.10
1.05
1.28
0.89
0.94
1.17

1.00
1.12
1.15
1.02
1.09
1.02
1.67

0.00
u 54
0.44
0.17
0.29
0.17
1.01

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

2.39
2.21
2.36
2.21
2.33
2.30
1.97

1.56
1.41
1.51
1.49
1.41
1.40
1.31

2.27
2.27
2.03
2.09
1.97
2.09

1.52

MUSIC LESSONS

BAND TEACHER

SINGING

.

014.

1.12
1.08
1.

314-

1.12

1.91

1.19

.

1.44
1 .40

1.38
1 .49

1.53
1.36
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TABLE 13- -Continued

Pretest N =

Concept

Scale

WRITING MUSIC

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

LISTENING TO
MUSIC

Interesting
pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

READING MUSIC

PRACTIC ING

PLAYING A SOLO

M

h-3

Posttest H = 35

SD

M

SD

1.81
2.12
1.64
2.03
2.06
1.97
2.63

1.29
1.17
0.92
1.31
1.28
1.27
1.37

1.79
1.91
1.49
1.79
1.61
1.91
2.49

1.27
1.22
0.66
1.15
0.95
1.19
1.48

1.64

1.18
1.12
1.17
1.24
1.06
1-33
0.82

1.49
1.58
1.70
1.58

0.82
0.85
0.87
0.82
0.66
0.94
0.95

1.15
1.12
1.10
1.25
1.31
1.26

1.42
1.64
1 46

1 .64

1.79
1.73
1.82
1.85
1.42

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.64
1.79

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.73
1.64
1.49
1.39
1.70
1.70

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.61
1.79
1.85
1.85
2.18

1 .46

1.67
1.61

.

1.39

0.85
0.88
0.86
0.69
0.76.

1.314.

1.42
1.55
1.91

1.82

1.29
1.23
0.93
1.01
0.90
1.00
0.94

1.70
1.79
1.49
1.30
1.33
1.58
1.64

1.00
0.98
1.02
0.67
0.53
1.02
0.98

1.70
2.00
1.79
1.73
1.91
1.82
2.67

1.11
1.28
1.27
1.14
1.19
1.29
1.43

1.49
1.85
1.64
1.48
1 55
1.97
2.18

0.89
1.33

.

0.78
1.11

1 .±5

0.82
0.96
1.29
1.38
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TABLE

II4.

COMPARISON OP CONTROL PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES
ON THE STUDENT ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
BY CONCEPT AND SCALE

Pretest N =

Concept

i\2

Posttest N = 32

Scale

M

SD

M

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.33
1.55
1.49
1.95
1.76
1.45
2.55

0.91
1.08
0.82
1.32
1.16
0.92
1.42

1.18
1.49
1.39
1.18
1.36
1.36
1.97

0.72
0.89
0.92
0.72
0.81
0.88
1.14

MUSIC BOOK

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

4.46
4.12
4*27
4.27
4.46
4.76
3*64

0.92

1.61
1.82
1.55
1.30
1.49

1.13
1.19
1.05

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.30
1.63
1.49
1.36
1.55
1.45
2.09

0.72
1.18
0.93
0.81
0.96
0.89
1.29

1.27

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.21
1.45
1.61
1.49
1.55
1.18

0.64
0.89
1.28
0.95
0.92

1.15
1.29

2.03

1.34

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.97
2.15
2.24
2.33
2.18
2.27
1.97

1.34
1.35
1.37
1.49

MUSIC LESSONS

BAND TEACHER

SINGING

I .27

1.05
1.24
1.13
0.65
1.41

O .63

1.38
1.48
1.31

I .36

2.03
1

.

38

1.24
1.18
1.39
I .36

1.88

O .83

1.02
0.85
1.24
0.66
0.85
0.61
0.52
0.78
0.73
1.01

0.70

I .30

O .63
O .83

1.15
1.48
1.12
1.55

0.70
1.02
0.48
0.89

2.38
2.42
2.33
2.46
2.24
2.30
1.78

1 .68
I .63

1.51
1.50
1.52
1.61
1.23
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TABLE

11+--

Continued

Pretest N =

1+2

Postte st N = 32

I

Concept

Scale

M

SD

M

SD

WRITING MUSIC

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

2.09
2.15
2.18
1.70
2.03
1.73
2.73

1.58
1.54
1.53
1.36
1.29
1.89
1.62

1.58
2.00
1*55
1.58
2.00
1.85
2.76

1.05
1.26
1.10
1.13
1.21
1.26

1.58

1.46
1.49
1 64
1.76

I .36

1.21
1.31
1.60
1.48
1.19
0.81

1.52

0 .86

1.36
1.27

0.96
1.02
1.15
1.30
0.96
0.85
0.62

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.30
1.85
1.76

O .63

1.42
1.58

0.92
0.95

1.30
1.30
1.61
1.61
1.68

O .83

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.52
1.70
1.61
1.33
1.79
1.39

1.39
1.68
1.42
1.18
1.42
1.49
1.94

0.74
0.97
0.89
0.52
0.61
0.99
1.01

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

1.61
2.09
1.91
1.85

1.27

0.79
1.05
0.61
0.64
0.73
0.91
1.16

LISTENING TO
MUS IC

READING MUSIC

PRACTICING AT
HOME

PLAYING A SOLO

Interesting
Pleasurable
Useful
Important
Successful
Good
Easy

2.03
2.27
1.91+

1.97

1

.

1+2

,

1

914

.

314

.

0.96
1.06
0.92
0.97
1.07
0.95
1.11

2.03

.

1 . 1+6

1.10
1.07
0.89
0.98
0.88

1.61
1.33
2.21

1

.

.

1.76

2.27

1.10
1.19
1.21
1.21
1.13
1.16
1.33

1

1

1.48
1.24
1.21
1.38
1.33
1.78

I .63

0.72
0.92

1.07
0.94
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Unsuccessful, Bad, Difficult).

An examination of the data

of those students who terminated music lessons at the con-

clusion of the school year showed the same effect to hold
true.

This tendency to use positive evaluative words more

frequently than their negative opposites has been observed
in the research of Di Vesta

Osgood (7)»

(19),

and Boucher and

The latter researchers discovered that

from seven to eleven years of age positive evaluative
words appear earlier than their negative evaluative
opposites in the language development of children.
Nevertheless, children and adults alike tend to see and

report the quality of something in positive terms.

Boucher

and Osgood suggest that the reasons for this positive out-

look lie in the nature of our social structure and the

circumstances required to maintain it.

They

(7*.8)

explain

that ”it is hard to imagine human groups whose member

persistently look for and talk about the ugly things in
life and in their neighbors long remaining together."
The inability of young children to accurately re-

flect their feelings about their environment using a
semantic differential format is an interesting result.
It is an important consideration for anyone wishing to

measure children's attitudes.

Further study should be

pursued to develop appropriate instruments which would
measure the attitudes of children, particularly those

under 12 years old.
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Included in this chapter is a review of procedures,

conclusions, implications and suggestions for further

research
Procedures
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the

effectiveness of music reading instruction based upon note

identification a3 contrasted to instruction in which a
series of tonal patterns containing two to five tones

were taught as single units.

The effectiveness of the two

approaches was evaluated on the basis of the student's
performance in sight-reading, auditory- visual discrimination and to changes in attitude toward specific musical

concepts
In September, 1970,

90 ten- year-olds from three

culturally heterogeneous schools in Bay Shore, New York,
were administered the Musical Aptitude Profile and a
Student Attitude Questionnaire.

Intelligence scores

were obtained from the school records.

By random selection,

one school conducted the experimental program, and the

other two schools served as a control.
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Each student volunteered to study
brass instrument for one school year.

a

woodwind or a

Three teachers, who

were rated as "superior" teachers on the Minnesota Teacher

Attitude Inventory

taught the students one 30-minute

,

homogeneous lesson for 32 weeks.

Class size was limited

to six students.

Both the experimental and control groups covered
the same pitches, rhythms, meters, keys, tempos, dynamics,

However, the method of presenting pitch

and special signs.

varied.

The experimental group was introduced to pitch-

through a series of tonal patterns.

Each pattern was

taught as a single unit in three stages:

presentation of the tonal pattern;

(b)

a

(a)

an aural

visual presenta-

tion of the pattern; and (c) an aural- visual presentation
of the pattern within a musical phrase.

The students

responded vocally, with tonal syllables or letter names,
and in strumen tally.
The control group used a standard class method and

proceeded by learning to read in the manner dictated by
the method book.

Pitches were presented individually

with letter names, fingerings, and note values.
meaning was attached to them.

No other

The students responded

names,
vocally, using either a neutral syllable or letter

and instrumentally
Following 32 weeks of instruction, the Watkins
Farnum Performance Scale, Form A, the Music Achievement
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Tq s

,

Test 2,

administered.

and. a

Student Attitude Questionnaire were

Because the groups differed only slightly

on the covariates,

intelligence and musical aptitude,

the group means were left unadjusted and the data subjected
to a three-factor analysis of variance.

Summary of Major Findings

Within the design, scope, and limitations of this
study, the conclusions reached were that tonal pattern

training with beginning wind instrumentalists was:
(a)

superior to the note identification method of

teaching instrumental music reading;
(b)

equally effective with brass and woodwind
students in developing music reading skills and

auditory- visual discrimination;
(c)

superior to the note identification approach
for teaching music reading to students of

different musical aptitudes;
(d)

equally effective with boys and girls in
achieving skill in sight-reading and auditoryvisual discrimination;

(e)

superior to the note identification approach
for developing auditory- visual discrimination

with students whose scores on the Musical
Aptitude Profile place them at the 50th
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percentile or above;
(f) as effective as the note identification approach

in developing favorable attitudes toward music

reading instruction.
In addition to these conclusions, other observations, which

were apparent from listening to the tape-recorded responses
but not measured by the Watkins -Farnum Performance Scale

were that the experimental students played with better
tone quality, in a more connected style, and with better

intonation than did the control students.
Implications

The present experimental study was devised to provide a means by which students could better comprehend

pitch notation in contrast to the more traditional

approach of associating finger patterns with pitch
symbols, which tends to deemphasize awareness of tonal

relationships and pattern reading.

As a result of the

experimental findings, several implications of the study
emerge.

The generalizability of the results, however,

is

limited to the groups studied.
In general, all students using the tonal pattern
sight-reading
method were able to develop considerable
lessons.
skill during the first year of instrumental
tonal pattern training
The findings of the study show that
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is an effective procedure for developing accurate music

reading skills with 10-year-old boys or girls who play
either a brass or woodwind instrument and whose score
on the Musical Aptitude Profile places them either above cr below

the 50 th percentile.
The results of this study reassert that proficiency

on the instrument can be attained when emphasis is placed
on reading musical patterns, and the mechanics of playing
the instrument are deemphasized.

The findings further

indicate that beginning music readers can be taught to play

phrase-wise.

It is tentatively suggested that intonation

and tone quality can be effectively approached through tonal

pattern training.
The preorganized reading material, which grouped

tones in terms of meaningful patterns, proved to be

beneficial for beginning music readers of different levels
of musical aptitude.

The findings reaffirm that associating

tonal patterns with tonal syllables is an effective means
of developing musical understanding.

For the most part,

the instructional procedures and the original reading

material used in this experimental study were effective.
The

overall findings suggest that skill in auditory-

visual discrimination can be attained by beginning instru-

mental readers.

A strong feeling for key was developed

through this method.

It is evident that learning a series
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of-

tonal patterns results in greater understanding of the

meaning of notation.

The results indicate, however,

that greater attention needs to be paid to the develop-

ment of auditory -visual discrimination, a measure of

reading ability, with students whose percentile rank is
less than 50 on the Musical Aptitude Profile

.

These

students need to be given more opportunities to develop
a tonal model against which they can compare the effect

produced with the effect desired.
Suggestions for Further Research
To attain greater generalizability of results

several recommendations are in order.

It is suggested that

this study be replicated under true experimental conditions

with a larger sample.

Of considerable interest would be a

replication which compared the results obtained by other
wind instrumental teachers.

The possibilities of extending this study should be
explored.

The aural-visual identification of a series of

tonal patterns provides the beginning reader with the basic
tools with which he may write and improvise original melodies..

These creative activities enhance tonal and rhythmic

understanding and are therefore natural additions to tonal

I
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pattern instruction.

But perhaps their real value lies

in the fact that they can be used to adjust the instruc-

tional program to meet the needs of the individual.

Stu-

dents whose interests lean toward writing and improvisation

should be encouraged to do so.

Others, who need additional

activities to reinforce musical concepts, should be given
the opportunity.

Thus,

it would be an interesting ex-

tension to the present study to investigate the use of

writing and improvising melodies as a means of attending
to individual differences.

In addition to the preceding proposed research,

studies are needed to answer the following questions*
1.

Would the effectiveness of the tonal pattern

procedures used in this study vary with different age groups?
2.

What effect has the variation of keys and rhythms

on tonal pattern recognition?
3.

What effect have the various combinations of a

tonal pattern on aural and visual recognition of the pattern?
4.

What effect does tonal pattern training, learning

to grasp two to five tones, have on perceptual span?

Answers to these questions are necessary to determine the
way in which students learn tonal patterns and to discover
meaningfully
how the present list of tonal patterns might be

extended
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APPENDIX A
PILOT STUDY
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Pilot Study
Since the investigator was not able to do the teaching
in the experiment itself, it was deemed necessary to run
a pilot study,- where those who

would be teaching in the

experiment would be present.

During the Summer of 1970, a six- week pilot study
was conducted using a sample of approximately
olds.

1+5

10-year-

The pilot study had several purposes:
(a)

to determine the symbols of notation to be taught;

(b)

to demonstrate and review the teaching procedures

to be used by the experimental teacher;
(c)

to discuss and observe the lesson procedures to

be used by the control teachers;
(d)

to answer questions that might result from an

actual teaching situation;
(e)

to establish a testing schedule and procedures;

(f)

to identify any technical problems in the special

material
(g)

to test the Student Attitude Questionnaire for

clarity of directions and word difficulty;
(h)

to establish rapport with the teachers and admin-

istration; and
(i)

to serve as a model for the actual study.

the
The teachers together with the investigator identified
illustrated
notation to be taught in the experiment. This is

in Table 15 •

required.

No alternate fingerings or positions were
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At the conclusion of eighteen Ij^-minute lessons, many

changes in the special material were made.

In instances

where a particular tonal pattern proved to be physically
too demanding for the majority of children to master, the

order of presentation was changed for that instrument.
The final order of presentation was determined by the

physical characteristics of the instrument and the technical demands placed on the child.

The objective of the

order of presentation was to introduce tonal patterns in
a series

which would permit ease of performance.

In general, the special material was not thought

to progress too rapidly.

Rather, for the length and

nature of the experiment, there was too much material.

Retaining the original progression, the material was
condensed.
An administration of the Student Attitude Question-

naire revealed certain deficiencies.

Test instructions

proved to be far too complicated for 10-year-olds to
grasp.

The directions were revised as they appear in

Appendix B.

The amount of time required to complete the

test was much more than originally planned.

Therefore,

shortened
concepts were cut from 15 to 10 and scales were
was reduced to
from 10 to seven. The total testing time

more appropriate for the
15 minutes in length which was
age group.
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At the close of the sixth week, observations which

were significant in the actual study were that:
(a)

the children were beginning to play in two

measure phrases;
(b)

they could play the dictated tonal patterns
(SO MI,

SO MI DO, SO LA SO, MI RE DO with

inversions and in simple combinations) in two

keys with correct tones and rhythm patterns;
(c)

they were able to write simple melodies;

(d)

most of the children could sing at sight better
than they could play at sight;

(e)

they knew when they had made a mistake, and
often what the reason for the mistake was;

(f)

they were able to set the beat and begin
playing, singing, or chanting without assistance;

(g)

they could ask a question or call attention to
a

point referring to the subject in musical

terms; and
(h)

they were enthusiastic as was evident from a

nearly perfect attendance record.
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APPENDIX B
TEST DESCRIPTION
1.

Student Attitude Questionnaire

2.

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
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Student Attitude Questionnaire
A Student Attitude Questionnaire was constructed based

on a semantic differential format according to the criteria

given by Osgood (53)

.

The semantic differential is a

method of observing and measuring the psychological meaning
of concepts

(33).

A concept refers,

in this case,

to the

stimulus to which the subject responds in terms of degrees.
The semantic differential was used to measure the relation-

ship between tho student's chosen instrument and the meaning

assigned to relevant concepts.

From a list of musical concepts, ten concepts, which
were closely related to the present musical experiences
of the child and which were expected to produce individual
The ten concepts were:

differences were selected.

musical instrument, music book, music lesson, band teacher,
singing, writing music, listening to music, reading music,

practicing and playing a solo.
The instrument consisted of seven bipolar adjectives

placed at opposite ends of
Interesting

:

Tho adjectives included:

a

five-point scale, e.g.:
:

:

•

:

Interesting- Boring

;

Boring

Painful-

Pleasurable; Useful-Useless; Unimportant- Important

Successful- Unsuccessful

;

Bad-Good; Easy-Difficult.

the evaluative factor was used.

Only

The semantic differential
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can be used as an index of attitude providing that

evaluative adjective pairs are U 3 ed (53)

.

only-

The

appropriateness of the words was determined by the
Thorndike and Lorge word list and the Thorndike Bamhardt

Beginning Dictionary.
The position of the negative ends of each scale was

randomized.

Values of -2, -1,

0,

+1, +2 were assigned to

the adjective positions on the interposed ordinal scale.

Scales, such as Interesting- Boring, were flipped from

minus to plus before scoring.

The rating values of each

concept represented a Part Score, and the sum of the
Part Scores for the ten concepts represented a Total

Score.

More favorable attitudes or

a

higher score re-

sulted when the position of a stimulus concept was rated
on the scale closest to the following poles:

Interesting,

Pleasurable, Useful, Important, Successful, Good, and

Easy
The Student Attitude Questionnaire was administered

twice at an interval of one week as a measure of test-

retest reliability.

The Pearson product- moment coefficients

were obtained by correlating over the Total Scores.

A

single average score (Part Score) was assigned each concept as based on the mean scale position for that concept
for all scales and all students.

The Pearson product-

moment coefficient for the Total Score on the test-retest

administration of the Student Attitude
Questionnaire
was .81 and was interpreted as representing

a fairly

high degree of reliability (75).
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME

BIRTH DATE

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

SCHOOL

B or G

__ MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
DIRECTIONS

1.

SEX

month day year

:

This questionnaire asks you to describe how you feel
or what you think.

2.

Show what you think by placing a check

(^)

on one of

the five lines between each set of adjectives.
3.

Use only one check (/) for each pair of adjectives.

4-.

Do not skip any adjectives.

You should have

checks

7

for each musical concept.
5.

There are no right or wrong answers; your first thought
is usually the best one to check.

PRACTICE EXAMPLES:
GYM

Interesting

Boring

:

Very Interesting
A little Interesting

:

Neither Interesting nor
Boring
A little Boring

:

Very Boring

DENTISTS

Interesting

:

Boring

Pa inful

:

Pleasurable

MOVIES
Useful
Unimportant

:

:

Useless
Important
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Very

Little Neither Little Very

Interesting
Painful

Useful

Unimportant

:

Boring

:

Pleasurable

:

Useless

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

MUSIC BOOK
Very

Little Neither

Little Very

Interesting

:

Boring

Painful

:

Pleasurable

:

Useless

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

Useful
-

MUSIC LESSONS
Very

Little Neither Little

Very

Interesting

:

:

:

Painful

:

:

:

Useful

:

:

:

:

Unimportant

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Successful

:

’•

Boring
Pleasurable

Useless
Important

Unsuccessful

Bad

Good

Easy

Difficult
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Very

BAND TEACHER
Little Neither Little Very

Interesting

Boring

:

Painful

:

Pleasurable

Useful

:

Useless

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

SINGING

Very

Little Neither Little

Very

Interesting

Boring

:

Painful

:

Pleasurable

Useful

:

Useless

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

WRITING MUSIC
Very

Little Neither Little

Very

Interesting

Boring

Painful

Pleasurable

Useful

Useless

Unimportant

Important

Successful
Bad

Easy

Unsuccessful
Good

Difficult
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LISTENING TO MUSIC

Very

Little Neither Little

Interesting

Very
:

Boring

:

Pleasurable

Useful

:

Useless

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

•

Painful

READING MUSIC
Very

Little Neither Little

Very

Interesting

:

Boring

Painful

:

Pleasurable

Useful

:

Useless

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

:

Difficult

PRACTICING AT HOME
Little Neither Little

Very

Boring

Interesting

:

:

:

Painful

:

:

:

Useful

:

:

:

•

Unimportant

:

:

•

•

Successful

:

:

:

Bad

:

:

*•

Easy

:

•

;

Very

:

Pleasurable

•

Useless
Important

:

Unsuccessful

:

Good

:

——

Difficult
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SOLO PERFORMANCE
Little Neither
Little Very

Very

Interesting
Painful

:

:

:

:

;

Boring

:

Pleasurable

Useful

:

Unimportant

:

Important

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

Bad

:

Good

Easy

Useless

Difficult
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Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
The inventory is devised to determine which teachers

will establish good relations with students.

There are

150 opinion statements to be marked "Strongly Agree,
Agree, Undecided, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree."
The principal areas covered by the inventory are:

the

moral status of children, discipline, principles of

child development and behavior, principles of education
and personal reactions of the teacher.

Validity was determined by administering the
Inventory to a random sample of teachers and correlating
their scores with ratings of their degree of teacherpupil rapport by principals, pupils and by specialists
in the area of teacher effectiveness.

of the rating scale is .93*

The reliability

Th® results of the rating

when correlated with the scores made by the randomly
selected teachers i3

.

49 , expert’s rating;

.

45 *

pupils rating; and .43, principals’ rating.

Nine sets

Teacher
of norms are provided for use of the Minnesota

Attitude Inventory with experienced teachers.

